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DEDICATION
This book is dedicated to those murdered in the OKC bombing, to the survivors, to the
family members of the victims and survivors, to brave witnesses and to those who
tirelessly have investigated the case for over a decade. We can do no less to honor them
than to do all we can to make such a tragedy and the attendant suffering less likely to
happen again.
While the suffering of the bombing victims and survivors and their families continues,
there is also suffering by key and brave witnesses to the bombing who did their public
duty and came forward. Some of these bombing witnesses have to live with the fear that
they may be retaliated against by others involved that the witnesses saw. These witnesses
know these others involved are still on the streets of America and capable of attacking the
witnesses to keep them silent. The FBI and some members of the U.S. Army harshly and
improperly intimidated some of the key and brave witnesses. These witnesses still have to
deal with concerns of retaliation from the FBI and U.S. Army.
This book is also dedicated to the memory of four people who passed away after
diligently investigating the OKC bombing. They now know the complete truth.
Stephen Dresch of Forensic Intelligence from Michigan who learned of the explosives in
Terry Nichols’ Kansas house in early 2005.
Michelle Moore, author of, Day One, who wrote about the beginning hours after the
OKC bombing revealing a flawed government explanation of events.
Brad Edwards of KFORTV in OKC who broke the story of Iraqi involvement in the OKC
bombing.
Glen Wilburn, whose two grandchildren, Chase and Colton, were killed in the Murrah
Building day care center.
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PREFACE
On April 19, 1995 at 9:01 am, 169 people were murdered when the Alfred P. Murrah
Building in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma (OKC), was bombed.149 adults, 19 children and
one unborn child died. The nineteen children were in the Murrah Building day care
center. Over 800 people were injured. The casualties included federal employees,
members of the public visiting the Murrah Building on business, and others in nearby
buildings such as the Water Resources Board. Many survivors have serious handicaps
and will need special care the rest of their lives including children survivors maimed in
the day care center. The family members of the victims are still bearing heavy financial
and emotional burdens. Until 9/11, the OKC bombing was the largest terror attack ever
made on the continental U.S..
The FBI and Justice Department (DOJ) publicly insisted that the OKC bombing was
carried about only by Timothy McVeigh and Terry Nichols without any direct assistance
from others. The FBI and DOJ also insisted that there were no foreign connections to the
OKC bombing.
Elected officials and government bureaucrats and some in the mainstream press accused
those asking valid but unanswered questions of engaging in “conspiracy theories.” Many
who believed that others were involved did not believe the government conspired to blow
up their own building. But some in the public believed that if there was a government
conspiracy, it was a conspiracy after the bombing to cover up government failures.
Government officials also belittled and dismissed out of hand the strong evidence that
there were serious prior warnings of the OKC bombing. Yet authorities took the warnings
seriously enough to warn the federal family. But they made no effort to forewarn the
public visiting the Murrah Building nor to try to preempt the OKC bombing.
Amazingly, some government officials unfairly attempted to pit the public against itself
and witnesses and investigators by preposterously claiming there were only two choices
to believe: “You either believe the government’s version of events or you believe that the
government blew up its own federal building in OKC.” This tactic was designed to
protect these officials from accountability and liability. It was an unfair and dishonest
tactic used to divert the public from the fact that there is an alternative choice, a third
choice- the choice of what really happened that is supported by facts and evidence.
This third choice does not assert that the Murrah Building was deliberately blown up as
an act sanctioned by U.S. government policies or even by a few renegade officials. But
this third choice also does not absolve government officials of unethical and criminal
misconduct, negligence, and liability.
Here is the third choice that the evidence described in this book shows really happened:
The OKC bombing was a failed federal sting operation that was, and still is, being
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covered up by federal officials and bureaucrats. Officials had prior warnings from
domestic and Islamic terror groups and foreign governments including West Germany
and Israel. But the officials also had their own prior warnings because of intelligence they
had gathered from informants and provocateurs that U.S. government agencies had
planted within the groups responsible for carrying out the OKC bombing.
The government officials and agents involved are criminally and civilly liable because
they did not have adequate fail-safes built in to warn the public or preempt the OKC
bombing if things got out of control. Since they used provocateurs, they had a moral and
legal responsibility to set up and use these fail-safes but they did not. Furthermore, some
of these officials and agents criminally obstructed justice and perjured themselves in
court and criminally withheld evidence to maintain a cover up and protect themselves
from civil and criminal liability for their negligence.
Many of the victims, survivors and their family members are overwhelmed by their loss
and their financial burdens. But like the public, the victims and survivors are also
overwhelmed by the complexities and voluminous information about the case. All are
overwhelmed and divided over whether to accept the notion that some of their trusted
elected officials knew in advance, failed to protect them, and then covered up.
This book describes evidence that black and white anti-Semitic domestic terrorists
collaborated with anti –Semitic Islamic terrorists and a German foreign national, Andreas
Strassmeyer, to help McVeigh and Nichols bomb the Murrah Building. Some of these
Islamic terrorists were foreign based and supported by Islamic governments and terror
groups including but not limited to Iraq. Some of these Islamic terrorists are black and
white U.S. citizens and can be considered domestic terrorists with foreign sponsorship.
This book will describe evidence demonstrating that the FBI and CIA had informants and
provocateurs in the collaborating domestic and foreign groups, both Islamic and non
Islamic. One thing united these diverse and normally incompatible groups, their hatred of
mutually shared enemies, Israel and the U.S. government. For them, “the enemy of my
enemy was their friend.”
Evidence shows that the Islamic terrorists involved in the OKC bombing were under the
umbrella of the Muslim Brotherhood supported by Iraq, Iran, Pakistan and Syria and
belonging to Hamas, AlQaeda, Islamic Jihad, AlFuqra, AlFatah and the Palestinian
Liberation Army (PLA). Some of the Islamic terrorists involved in the OKC bombing
were also involved in the 1993 WTC bombing and 9/11 attacks, are still operating in the
OKC area, and have developed an underground railroad infrastructure capable of carrying
out another attack in the U.S.
This book is an historical account of an unresolved murder case, the OKC bombing. The
case has mainly been solved but not resolved because those now known to have been
involved have not yet been brought to justice. Until they are brought to justice, witnesses
and victim survivors who saw many of those others involved are at risk from further
attack and retaliation. The investigations and prosecutions should move forward also
because the statute of limitations on a murder case like the OKC bombing never expires.
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This book has also been written to make the public aware that adults and children are still
not safe from being murdered by some of the very same Islamic terror individuals and
groups still walking America’s streets that were behind the 1993 WTC and 1995 OKC
bombings and even 9/11. Government officials are aware of the details of these terror
individuals and groups and their involvement in all these attacks but have chosen not to
move against them even though the terror individuals are also running criminal business
enterprises in the U.S.
This book describes how the OKC bombing investigation was hampered from the very
beginning and is to this day by some U.S. government officials who are sympathetic to
Muslim agendas (especially a U.S. brokered creation of a Palestinian state in Israel),
receive large campaign contributions from Muslims, and support known terrorist Islamic
front organizations and leaders in the U.S. including but not limited to the Palavi
Foundation and Safa Foods (Iranian/Hezbollah fronts), the American Muslim Council
(AMC), the Council for American Islamic Relations (CAIR), the Saudi Wahhabbist
backed North American Islamic Trust (NAIT) and some of their leaders including
Alamoudi and William Safuri (AMC), Sami AlArian (Hamas) and Mujeeb Cheema
(NAIT).
These American officials and their friends not only are not moving against known
Islamic terrorist organizations in the U.S., they are intentionally not enforcing the law
against these organizations even though the officials know these same organizations
engage in tax evasion, drug trafficking, property and automobile scams, etc.
These officials include but are not limited to Congressman Rohrabacher, Presidents
Clinton and GW Bush, Grover Norquist (a Muslim advisor to Bush), FBI Directors
Robert Mueller and Louis Freeh, U.S. Attorney Generals Janet Reno, John Ashcroft and
Alberto Gonzales, Secretary of State Condaleeza Rice, Director of National Intelligence
John Negroponte (now up for confirmation as Deputy Secretary of State), Michael
Chertoff, Director of Department of Homeland Security (DHS), and Muslim DHS agent
Dan Hill.
The public should realize after reading this book that they cannot fully and solely rely on
these elected and bureaucratic officials (who are very pro Muslim) to protect them from
more criminal actions and terror attacks by Islamic terrorists operating in the U.S. Once
the public believes this fact and understands that their very survival is urgently at stake,
then the public can and will likely do more to protect itself. If and when this realization
sinks in, the public will be less likely to be as easily taken unawares by terrorists.
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This book is based on almost twelve years, 24/7, of my personal research and
investigation. I have talked to many leading investigative journalists, producers and
authors on radio, television, the internet and in the print media. I have worked with
prominent attorneys involved in the case. I have talked to Congressmen and Senators,
their staffs and their legal counsels. I have talked to many bombing victim survivors and
family members. I have talked to many in state and federal law enforcement and the
military. I have talked to many eyewitnesses in Oklahoma, Missouri, and Kansas.
I wrote a report specifically for the 9/11 Commission at the request of House Speaker
Dennis Hastert and his Chief of staff John B. Russell. The report was about the
connections between and the failed policies leading to the 1993 WTC and 1995 OKC
bombings and the 9/11 attacks.
The report was entitled “Counter Terrorism Antecedents for the 9/11 Attacks.” I briefed
the 9/11 Commission legal counsel John Roth about my report. I wrote a
recommendation that Hastert asked me to make to the Commission via Roth, namely that
the policy of allowing KNOWN Islamic terrorists to remain on the streets to track them
for too long be stopped especially when they are also known to be conducting criminal
business enterprises. This policy is still being followed today by the FBI and Department
of Homeland Security to the detriment of the American public safety. The 9/11
Commission and John Roth ignored and sandbagged Speaker Hastert. The Commission
left mention of the recommendation and my report out of the 9/11 Commission report.
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UNSCRUPULOUS FEDERAL TACTICS USED AGAINST THE PUBLIC AND
VICTIMS
In the immediate aftermath of the OKC bombing, the Clinton administration shamelessly
used the tragedy to blame and smear members of what Hillary Clinton arrogantly called
the “Vast Right Wing Conspiracy”, a group Hillary claimed was comprised of Christians,
conservative talk radio hosts and militia members.
Despite attempts to smear innocent people by the Clintons, other elected officials and
government bureaucrats and some in the mainstream press publicly ridiculed and avoided
solid evidence that others, real terrorists, were involved.
To deflect criticism that federal and Oklahoma state investigations were seriously flawed
and inferior, these officials and bureaucrats used the underhanded tactic of accusing those
asking valid but unanswered questions as engaging in “conspiracy theories.” Many who
believed others were involved did not believe the government conspired to blow up their
own building. But some in the public believed that if there was a government conspiracy,
it was a conspiracy after the bombing to cover up government failures.
Government officials also unfairly tried to marginalize those people asking valid
questions and presenting solid evidence contrary to the government’s position.
Government officials publicly but falsely described legitimate truth seekers as being anti
FBI, anti government or fringe “wackos”, etc. This tactic was a smear of and an insult to
those conservative, mainstream, law abiding citizens asking the questions and presenting
the evidence because they wanted a better government and a better FBI and DOJ to
protect them from future attacks.
Elected and bureaucratic officials dismissed out of hand the strong evidence that there
were serious prior warnings of the OKC bombing known to and heeded by federal and
Oklahoma state government officials but without adequate attempts made to forewarn the
public visiting the Murrah Building and to try to preempt the OKC bombing.
Government officials tried to escape accountability by falsely claiming the prior warnings
they received were just the “average, run of the mill” bomb scares that are called in from
time to time again federal installations.
In fact the warnings were much more serious and Federal and state officials used the
warnings to protect their “own” with measures much more proactive than the measures
taken when “average bomb scares” are called in.
Amazingly, some government officials unfairly attempted to pit the public against itself
and witnesses and investigators by preposterously claiming there were only two choices
to believe: “You either believe the government’s version of events or you believe that the
government blew up its own federal building in OKC.” This was an unfair and dishonest
tactic because it was designed to protect these officials from accountability. It was a
tactic used to divert the public from fact that there is a third choice: The OKC bombing
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was a failed federal sting operation that was, and still is, being covered up by federal
officials and bureaucrats.
When further pressed some officials continued the deception by saying, “we probably can
never know”, despite the fact that they were aware of very important evidence that says
otherwise.
Some government officials and some in the mainstream press said the facts and evidence
showing others being involved and of prior warnings should be examined only if those
presenting the evidence can prove or demonstrate “why” and precisely “how” this
happened and “why” the government would engage in a cover up of such facts. This
“why and how tactic” was an unfair burden designed to once again deflect criticism and
protect government officials from accountability. When presented with overwhelming
facts and evidence, the burden to explain “why and how” should be placed on
government officials, not on the public, witnesses or even investigators. There are likely
many reasons “why” and if anyone in the public should guess incorrectly on even one of
these reasons, those in government who are trying to avoid accountability will use an
incorrect guess as an excuse not to address the facts and evidence. The “why”, the motive
of a crime, is not required to prove and obtain a conviction for a crime. Even the
convicted perpetrator cannot always explain all the “whys” for his actions.
Victims and their family members as well as journalists were divided and pitted against
each other over who was involved. There are four camps or points of view about who
was involved. First, there are those who believe that no one else besides McVeigh and
Nichols was involved. Some look at only the evidence of domestic groups like white
supremacists, militias, Midwest bank robbers, and possible FBI informants and
provocateurs involved in the these groups. Others look only at foreign involvement of
Muslim groups, individuals and governments like Iraq.
Those who look at the evidence showing collaboration of both foreign, Islamic and
domestic entities and individuals in the OKC bombing do not enjoy the support of those
looking solely at domestic or foreign involvement alone. This fourth point of view
includes not only foreign Islamic terrorists, but also the German national Andreas
Strassmeyer as well as drug traffickers from South America and Muslim terrorists who
are U.S. citizens and are hence “domestic” terrorists.
Many of the victims and their family members are overwhelmed by their loss, their
financial burdens, and the complexities and voluminous information about the case. But
they are also overwhelmed and divided over whether to accept the notion that some of
their trusted elected officials knew in advance, failed to protect them, and then covered
up.
Many of the OKC bombing victims were federal employees who are not eligible to press
lawsuits against the federal government officials over legal liability.
OKC attorney Mike Johnston brought a federal lawsuit in DC federal court against Iraq
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on behalf of bombing victims and their family members. Federal Judge Reggie Walton,
the same judge who upheld a “state secrets gag order” against 9/11 whistleblower Sibel
Edmonds, has and still is using delaying tactics in the lawsuit brought by Johnston
against Iraq. President GW Bush also hampered the Johnston lawsuit by issuing an
executive order impounding all funds that could be recovered from Iraq in successful
lawsuits. Bush said he wanted to use the funds exclusively for Iraqi reconstruction. Bush
blocked funds that had already been awarded to American victims from the first Gulf war
with Iraq.
Another example of a clever tactic by federal officials to cover-up the OKC bombing was
the intentionally deficient investigation and recent report on the OKC bombing by
California Congressman Dana Rohrabacher. The report was issued the day after
Christmas 2006 during the worst possible news cycle. Rohrabacher’s report was a
whitewash and a limited hang out to deceive the public and reduce the exposure of
culpable officials to accountability and liability claims. In fact the evidence in this book
indicates Rohrabacher himself was one of many officials, both Democratic and
Republican, who had detailed prior warnings and prior knowledge of the Murrah
Building bombing and the 9/11 style attack plot.
The OKC bombing investigation was hampered from the very beginning and is to this
day by some U.S. government officials who are sympathetic to Muslim agendas
(especially a U.S. brokered creation of a Palestinian state in Israel), receive large
campaign contributions from Muslims, and support known terrorist Islamic front
organizations and leaders in the U.S. including but not limited to the Palavi Foundation
and Safa Foods (Iranian/Hezbollah fronts), the American Muslim Council (AMC), the
Council for American Islamic Relations (CAIR), the Saudi Wahhabbist backed North
American Islamic Trust (NAIT) and some of their leaders including Alamoudi and
William Safuri (AMC), Sami AlArian (Hamas) and Mujeeb Cheema (NAIT).
These American officials and their friends not only are not moving against known
Islamic terrorist organizations in the U.S., they are intentionally not enforcing the law
against these organizations even though the officials know these same organizations
engage in tax evasion, drug trafficking, property and automobile scams, etc.
These officials include but are not limited to Congressman Rohrabacher, Presidents
Clinton and GW Bush, Grover Norquist (a Muslim advisor to Bush), FBI Directors
Robert Mueller and Louis Freeh, U.S. Attorney Generals Janet Reno, John Ashcroft and
Alberto Gonzales, Secretary of State Condaleeza Rice, Director of National Intelligence
John Negroponte (now up for confirmation as Deputy Secretary of State), Michael
Chertoff, Director of Department of Homeland Security (DHS), and Muslim DHS agent
Dan Hill.
This book deals throughout its chapters with many of the intentional cover-up
deficiencies by Rohrabacher and especially in the chapter THE “REASONS” WHY
ROHRABACHER MADE HIS OKC BOMBING INVESTIGATION AND REPORT
DEFICIENT
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Other federal tactics to block accountability and avoid liability in the OKC bombing case
are presented in the chapters FALSE ASSERTIONS OF NATIONAL SECURITY, FBI
AND JUSTICE DEPARTMENT PROTECT THEIR PROVOCATEURS, AVOIDING
CIVIL AND CRIMINAL LIABILITY FOR PROVOCATION, FOREKNOWLEDGE
AND NEGLIGENCE, THE CLINTON, FBI, AND DOJ “FIX” : MICHAEL
FORTIER’S PROFFER AGREEMENT.
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OKC BOMBING EXPLOSIVES
The Rohrabacher report on the Oklahoma City (OKC) bombing released after Christmas,
2006, presented evidence that the convicted OKC bombing participant, Terry Nichols,
was in Cebu City, Philippines in 1994 at the same time as Ramzi Yousef, the convicted
mastermind of the 1993 WTC bombing. The report also indicated that a relative of
Nichols' Philippine wife, Marife, may have put Nichols in contact with Yousef for a
meeting with a Abu Sayef terror cell to plan the OKC bombing using a book on
explosives powders that Nichols carried to the Philippines. Nichols' Philippine father-inlaw, Eduardo Torres, had seen the book on how to build bombs taken by Nichols in his
luggage to the Philippines.
See Rohrabacher's OKC Bombing Report
The Rorabacher report did not mention the fact that Ramzi Yousef used a book on
explosive powders with the same title as the book Nichols took to the Philippines, The
Chemistry of Powders and Explosives. Yousef's use of the book was presented in his trial
for the 1993 WTC bombing.
Federal informant Cary Gagan was given DOJ immunity for Gagan's allegations that
South American drug lords worked with Islamic terrorists in employing Gagan to deliver
explosive powders in bottles and a mixer to Junction City, Kansas for the OKC bombing.
The book on powders and explosives that Ramzi Yousef and Terry Nichols both used in
the Philippines made mention of explosive powders possibly similar to what Gagan
delivered in bottles to Kansas for the OKC bombing. The Islamic terrorists Gagan spoke
of included terrorists tied to the 1993 WTC bombers, Ramzi Yousef and the Abu Sayef
terrorists in the Philippines. For more on Cary Gagan, see the chapter IT STARTED
WITH THE 1993 WTC BOMBING.
Former Clinton national Security Council and terrorism official Richard Clarke
speculates in his book, Against All Enemies that Nichols was taught bomb making by
Iraqi and AlQaeda operatives Ramzi Yousef and Khalid Mohammed while they were in
the Philippines with Abu Sayef.
Rohrabacher's report used the finding of ten 'Kinestik' explosives at Nichols' Kansas
home in 2005, ten years after the OKC bombing, as an example of the incompleteness of
the FBI investigation. What the report did not reveal is that Rohrabacher's office received
the original information about the explosives from Michigan private investigator Stephen
Dresch in a fax to Kathleen Hollingsworth in Rohrabacher's California office in March
2005, BEFORE the FBI retrieved the explosives. Rohrabacher knows but did not reveal
in his report many other extremely important and incriminating facts about Roger Moore,
the FBI and CIA and the "Kinestik"explosives including:
Dan Hill of Homeland Security betrayed the effort to have the explosives retrieved for
independent confirmation that gun dealer Roger Moore's fingerprints were on them. In
fact Hill threatened one of Dresch's collaborating investigators, Angela Clemente, during
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the effort.
Roger Moore provided the 'Kinestik' explosives to McVeigh and Nichols and Midwest
Banker robber Shawn Kenny as claimed by both Nichols and McVeigh to their attorneys
in 1995-1996.
Roger Moore worked for the FBI and CIA according to sworn testimony at Nichols'
federal trial by two Arkansas reporters who knew and investigated Moore.
Roger Moore encouraged McVeigh to attack federal buildings and the 'New World Order'
based on letters presented as evidence at the Nichols' federal trial.
Roger Moore recanted his testimony at the Nichols' federal trial in a letter to U.S.
prosecutors after the trial.
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ROHRABACHER DECRIES FBI, CIA, DOJ CONDUCT
The Rohrabacher report 'Conclusions' chapter contained this statement:
"Justice Department officials (and perhaps, the CIA) were less than responsive to crucial
stages of this investigation, exemplifying needless defensiveness."
In his public interviews Rohrabacher has stated the public and bombing victims would be
"outraged" at the amount of obstruction and deliberate lack of cooperation into his
investigation by federal agencies including the FBI, CIA, and Justice Department.
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ORCHESTRATION OF A COVER UP
Rohrabacher also knows, but did not include in his OKC bombing report, that there are
serious allegations the DOJ and FBI were ordered within a few weeks of the bombing to
drop the investigation into others involved in the OKC bombing. Rohrabacher knows this
at least two different ways. According to Jayna Davis and her attorney Dan Nelson, the
Chief of Staff, Herb Johnson, for Oklahoma’s U.S. Senator James Inhofe wrote a letter in
September 1998 describing his being told by a senior FBI agent friend at the FBI’s OKC
bomb command center that the FBI had been ordered to drop investigating Middle
Eastern involvement in the OKC bombing.
Investigators JD Cash and Lt Colonel Roger Charles presented Rohrabacher with their
article and interviews of DOJ officials that claimed the DOJ was ordered to drop
investigating others involved in the OKC bombing. From the Cash and Charles article a
former DOJ officials claim OKC Bombing coverup began in D.C.:
“I was close to the bombing case immediately,” one former official told the Gazette, “and
over time it became clear the White House had taken the investigation away from the FBI
and handed it over to officials at the Department of Justice.
“And that's not how it works. The FBI should investigate and then turn the evidence over
to them to decide if they want to proceed with a prosecution. That didn't happen in this
case. In this case, after the original commanders left the case, the DOJ began calling the
shots in telling field agents what they could investigate and what they couldn't.”
This abrupt cessation of FBI investigation into the others involved in the OKC bombing
was signaled by the following event I learned of by June 1995 from Brad Edwards, the
senior investigating reporter at OKC’s KFORTV at the time of the OKC bombing:
Within weeks of the OKC bombing Clinton convened an NSC meeting. An attendee of
the meeting has said that after Clinton left the meeting, officials of the NSC, DOJ, FBI,
CIA, and BATF remained behind and engaged in heated arguments as to who was to
blame for failures that would require extensive damage control and a cover up. The
attendee told this story to his friend Brad Edwards.
On page 241 of his book, “Others Unknown”, McVeigh defense attorney Stephen Jones
wrote:
“According to some of our friends in media, the government’s lawyers [U.S. prosecutors]
were at each others throats …..Meanwhile, some FBI agents had had enough of being
jerked around by the prosecutors….and were openly showing their disdain, and ATF
people were just as openly enraged with the FBI, saying its theory of the case was all
wrong. Finally, each of the leading government lawyers had begun leaking stories to
favored media sources---stories that pointed the fingers at the others.”
The Jones’ description of the prosecution team and the interactions with the FBI and ATF
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may have well been an accurate assessment of the behavior of U.S. prosecutors and FBI
agents working for them. Jones gives numerous examples of questionable conduct by the
U.S. prosecutors throughout his book. Jones’ writings have now been bolstered by
recently reported information about the woman who was in charge of the U.S.
prosecutors for the OKC bombing case.
Donna Bucella headed the executive office in charge of all 94 U.S. Attorneys including
the U.S. prosecutors who handled the OKC bombing case. In fact Bucella was sent by
Attorney General Janet Reno and the DOJ to OKC the day after the Murrah Building was
bombed to “initiate the nationwide investigation” that was conducted by U.S. Attorneys
and the FBI. Bucella had been an associate of Janet Reno from the Southern District of
Florida. In 1993 Bucella went to work at DOJ for Reno and was responsible for the
training of U.S. Attorneys and how they are to conduct federal grand juries.
U.S. Attorney Donna Bucella announced her resignation under fire from the 11th U.S.
Circuit of Appeals on Friday, March 23, 2001, according to an article in the Naples Daily
News “Central Florida’s top prosecutor quits under fire” on March 24, 2001. The article
was written by Pat Leisner of the Associated Press.
On March 16, 2001, the 11th Circuit Court cited prosecutorial misconduct by U.S.
prosecuting attorneys under Bucella and overturned a conviction won earlier by the
prosecuting attorneys. The court criticized Bucella’s Assistant U.S. Attorney Rubinstein “
for reportedly lying to a grand jury, rushing the panel and pressuring it to ‘rubber stamp’
indictments.” In another case, the Naples Daily article reported that the court also called
into question the behavior of prosecutors under Bucella for their backing an investigation
the court said had been built “by lying, distortion and omitting facts.”
The findings and criticism against the U.S. Attorneys in Bucella’s Florida office by the
11th Circuit Court of Appeals are remarkably similar to allegations that have been made
against U.S. Attorneys (prosecutors) handling the OKC bombing case for Bucella. And
the findings against detectives in the Florida cases under Bucella are also very similar to
allegations that have been made against FBI investigators working for the U.S. Attorneys
in the OKC case.
Was the Federal grand jury convened for the OKC bombing conducted in an illegal and
improper way that resulted in “lying to a grand jury, rushing the panel and pressuring it to
‘rubber stamp’ indictments” as the 11th Circuit says was done by other U.S. Attorneys
also under Donna Bucella in Florida cases?
Federal Grand Juror Hoppi Heidelberg believed the answer is “yes”. Heidelberg
complained of illegal conduct of U.S. Attorneys during the federal grand jury
proceedings in OKC and was removed because of his complaints. Heidelberg claimed
that he was not permitted to have the witnesses called he felt were important and that he
was not properly permitted by the U.S. Attorney prosecutors to ask questions of
witnesses.
The day Heidelberg was removed, the lead U.S. Attorney prosecutor Joseph Hartzler
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called Heidelberg and told him not to talk at all to a KFORTV reporter on the way to his
house that had just spoken to Heidelberg on the phone a very few minutes earlier. There
is evidence that suggests that FBI agents made false representations to a Federal judge to
cause the judge to order Heidelberg’s removal from the grand jury. The FBI and U.S.
prosecutor wanted Heidelberg removed because of his complaints that the grand jury was
being conducted improperly under Donna Bucella’s directions. OKC FBI agent Jon
Hersely went to Heidelberg’s home and confiscated Heidelberg’s notes while Hersely’s
gun was prominently displayed in his belt.
Drug dealer James Rosencrans testified twice before the federal grand jury in OKC in
June and July 1995 as a star prosecution witness concerning his allegations that he had
provided methamphetamines (meth) to McVeigh and McVeigh’s neighbor Michael
Fortier in Kingman, Arizona. Rosencrans was given red carpet treatment by the FBI and
the U.S. prosecutors as they had Rosencrans flown in (with his mother and girlfriend) to
testify before the federal grand jury. This account was reported in the Daily Oklahoman
newspaper in OKC. But also Rosencrans was permitted by the DOJ and FBI to keep the
proceeds of his pawn shop sales of guns stolen from gun dealer Roger Moore as payment
for the drugs he testified he had provided McVeigh and Fortier.
It is not likely that prosecutors ever told grand jurors (just as the jurors in the federal and
state trials were not told) that a large amount of ammonium nitrate was found dumped in
Rosencrans’ back yard as reported by the Arizona Republic newspaper. They likely were
not told that Rosencrans was with two other FBI provocateurs, Shawn Kenny and Black
Muslim Melvin Lattimore (Mujahid Menepta), and McVeigh’s car at the Travelers Aid
next to the Murrah Building on April 18, 1995. And, of course, they likely were not told
of Rosencrans’ acceptance of Moore’s guns as payment for the meth sold or given to
McVeigh and Fortier.
In open court the FBI and prosecutors appeared to have perjured themselves repeatedly
by falsely telling the court and jurors that these stolen guns had financed the OKC
bombing, when in fact the FBI and prosecutors knew all along that the proceeds from
Midwest bank robberies carried out with Richard Guthrie, McVeigh and with the direct
help of FBI informant Shawn Kenny (in the Army at the time!) had been used to finance
the bombing.
FBI Deputy Director Danny Coulson writes in his book, No Heroes, thatCoulson
encountered Rosencrans in late April 1995 brandishing a rife when Coulson had arrived
at Fortier’s residence in Kingman to deliver to Fortier, a proffer or a plea bargain
agreement. Rosencrans was not detained or shot by FBI agents for brandishing his rifle
at the FBI during Coulson’s visit. Instead, U.S. prosecutors used Rosencrans as their star
witness before the federal grand jury in OKC in the summer of 1995. See the chapter
THE CLINTON, FBI, AND DOJ “FIX” : MICHAEL FORTIER’S PROFFER
AGREEMENT.
In the summer of 2001, the chief witness at the Travelers Aid, Gloria Smith wrote
Attorney General John Ashcroft and the Inspector General of the DOJ, Glen Fine, about
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the 1995 Travelers Aid incident with Mujahid Menepta, Shawn Kenny and Rosencrans.
As the Director of Travelers Aid, Smith had 20 years of experience of working with FBI
agents in the past. Smith’s information was also presented to Ashcroft in his personal
Virginia residence by Air Force General Benton K. Partin in August 2001 and if acted
upon may have averted 9/11. Smith complained that 6 different FBI agents came to the
Travelers Aid over 6 months after the OKC bombing, took few notes, wrote no reports,
had no sketches made, and harshly browbeat and intimidated four witnesses who had
seen the men with McVeigh’s car at Travelers Aid. To this day, the FBI and DOJ have
done nothing about this incident that was reported on local OKC radio station, KTOK and
local television station KOCOTV.
For more on the story about Menepta, Kenny, Rosencrans being at the Travelers Aid, see
the chapter FBI AND JUSTICE DEPARTMENT PROTECT THEIR
PROVOCATEURS.
Jones writes on page 190 of his book that another U.S. prosecutor, Larry Mackey,
admitted deliberately lying to Jones and claiming that others in the prosecution team had
made Mackey lie to Jones. It is suspected that Bucella could have had a hand in
Mackey’s lying to Jones. Jones also writes on page 128 of his book that he believes
Mackey went to the Philippines and deliberately blocked Jones efforts to obtain
information about Nichols’ involvement with terrorists groups. Jones’ story about this
was confirmed to me by the former Pentagon terrorism advisor. Jesse Clear, who assisted
Jones at one time and had been working with Philippine contacts for Jones.
Jones strongly complained about U.S. prosecutor Beth Wilkinson on KTOK radio in
November 1998 for withholding evidence from Jones about German national Andres
Strassmeir’s involvement with McVeigh , the FBI and FBI director Louis Freeh.
Wilkinson visited General Benton Partin in June 1996 with the FBI’s OKC Bomb Task
Force inspector Danny Defenbaugh to discuss Partin’s analysis of the cause of damage to
the Murrah Building. During the interview with Wilkinson, which was taped by Partin,
Defenbaugh pointed to the location of what had been publicly shown as the truck bomb
crater and said words to the effect: “Suppose I were to tell you that is not the location of
the crater.” Wilkinson tried to belittle and disparage Partin’s credentials during the
interview- actions which were extremely insulting and suggested intimidation and federal
cover-up to discourage Partin should he have been called as a witness at the McVeigh or
Nichols trials.
Another U.S. Attorney on the prosecution team was Patrick Ryan. I believe Ryan was in
a position to mislead, intimidate, or suppress a number of material witnesses in the case
including former day care center director Danielle Hunt as well as a member of the OKC
police K9 unit, Don Browning. Ryan fell out of a tree and broke his hip so he was
assigned by the prosecution team to handle the victims who had also been witnesses
during his hip recovery.
Browning has told me that Ryan interviewed him twice in OKC and told Browning he
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was not interested in much of the information that Browning knew including police
dispatch instructions to Browning at 10:30 am on April 19, 1995 to go after two Iranians
in blue jogging suits believed to have helped McVeigh do the OKC bombing. Ryan also
did nothing when Browning told Ryan about the discovery of remnants of explosive
devices Browning found in the Murrah building during search and rescue efforts.
Danielle Hunt told me that she believed Ryan dropped her from being a witness at the
McVeigh trial when she started pointing out that 3-4 FBI agents normally dropped off
children at the day care center and were in the Murrah Building by 9 am sharp on almost
every day except the day of the bombing. Hunt was visited by McVeigh in December
1994 at the day care center and asked detailed question about security, fire escapes,
elevators, etc.
I witnessed Ryan giving false statements to reporters at an Oklahoma Geophysical
Society meeting in November 1995 about the Ryder truck bomb. Ryan told reporters that
Dr. Ray Brown and Tom Holzer had concluded that only a truck bomb was recorded on a
seismograph at the time of the explosion. Ryan made his false statement before the
meeting had even started and later repeated his claim after the meeting when, in fact, Dr.
Brown had stated in the meeting that demolition charges could have been used, and that
he believed there were two strong explosions, with the second stronger than the first. I
was at the meeting and Ryan tried to slander me there by angrily and very loudly and
publicly accusing me of working for the defense team when I had asked Dr. Brown some
questions designed to understand his analysis. I never worked for the defense team.
Witnesses, bombing survivors and Murrah employee Ruth Schwab saw suspicious men in
the Murrah parking garage with blueprints before the bombing. The men are suspected of
trying to plant explosives in Murrah. One of these men wore cowboy boots like a
suspected Fbi provocateur Gary Hunt. Witness Dolores Watson spoke with McVeigh in
the Murrah parking garage around April 10, 1995, and at the time McVeigh was with
another man who meets the description of the Iraqi suspect Al Hussain Hussaini. Both
Schwab and Watson told U.S. prosecutors of their accounts but the prosecutors did
nothing. For more on their story and Hunt see the chapter GARY D. HUNT KNEW A
PLOT AND SOME PLAYERS.
For the OKC bombing trials, serious allegations have been made that U.S. prosecutors
and the FBI agents working with them were guilty of “lying, distortion and omitting
facts.” Nichols’ defense attorney Michael Tigar made strong assertions of deliberate
hiding, distortion and omitting trial evidence of FBI 302 interview reports by FBI agents
conspiring with U.S. prosecutors. Tigar’s allegations were made at an appeals hearing
with Federal Judge Matsch on July 7, 1999. It was alleged that many of the accounts of
John Does with McVeigh, given by witnesses to the FBI, were never adequately made
available to the court at the trials by the U.S. prosecutors or the FBI. In fact, they had
been suppressed.
Jones and Tigar strongly complained about the U.S. prosecutors and FBI agents working
for them by accusing them of deliberately misspelling many names of key witnesses and
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suspects in indices and on important government documents during the exploratory phase
of the case. The misspellings were done in contrived ways that Jones and Tigar claimed
kept important names and information from being retrieved from FBI databases by
investigators. Stephen Jones provided many good examples in his book, Others
Unknown, where the FBI deliberately rewrote 302 interview reports to try to recreate
history not to correct the reports but rather to remove or hide or confuse evidence that
weakened the government’s case that the original 302s showed.
By comparing the lead sheets he was given, Tigar further demonstrated that some 302’s
had not been generated that should have been, that some 302s that had been generated
had never been given to him, and that some 302s were so inconsistent with the lead
sheets that it appeared some of the 302s could have been falsified. Many of these 302s
pertained to John Does in the case.
Tiger presented evidence that Danny Defenbaugh’s FBI agents under supervisor Mark
White had deliberately not created FBI 302 reports from thousands of lead sheets created
with key witnesses, nor turned many of these lead sheets over to the defense attorneys,
nor put these lead sheets in FBI databases. The Travelers Aid story presented below is an
example of this type of FBI misconduct where FBI 302 reports were intentionally not
created even though several agents interviewed key witnesses at the Travelers Aid.
Judge Matsch ruled that the Tigar arguments about the lead sheets and FBI 302 reports
would not have changed the outcome of the case. Judge Matsch castigated the FBI agents
but took no measures against the agents, U.S. prosecutors and the DOJ officials that were
involved in the withholding and the manipulation of the leads sheets and 302 reports. It
will be shown later in this chapter that Judge Matsch knowingly failed to enforce the
“Brady Rules”, the legal requirements imposed on the government to provide important
documents and information to the defense.
Tigar publicly complained on KOCOTV in OKC and before the U.S. Supreme Court that
he still has not received all the FBI lead sheets and 302 interview reports he has asked for
and is entitled to in the case.
U.S. prosecutor Patrick Ryan came forward in May 2001 to say that he would have
conducted himself differently at the trials had he known about withheld FBI lead sheets
that supported the testimony of defense witness Morris John Kuper. Kuper testified that
he saw McVeigh with a heavy-set Middle Eastern man around 8 am on April 19, 1995
walking with McVeigh in front of a surveillance camera at the OKC downtown Public
Library. The tape from the camera was confiscated and has never been made available by
the courts. Ryan’s admission came within a New York Times article by Jo Thomas dated
May 26, 2001 entitled “Document Erases Doubts About a McVeigh Witness."
Tigar implicated FBI document supervisor Mark White in mishandling the FBI 302
interview reports and lead sheets.
Mark White was a supervisor for FBI agent Carlisle. Carlisle generated hundreds of 302s
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in the OKC case and is strongly believed to have falsified his interview report with
deputy sheriff Dave Kochendoerfer over government foreknowledge of an Islamic
terrorist assisted attack on the Murrah Building. Over Kochendorfer’s protests, Carlisle
told Kochendorfer that Carlisle was going to write his FBI 320 report on his interview as
saying Kochendorfer was only repeating “scuttlebutt”.
Kochendorfer vigorously told Carlisle that he was not relying on “scuttlebutt”.
Kochendorfer testified under oath at the OK County grand jury investigating the OKC
bombing that Congressmen Ernest Istook of Oklahoma told two deputy sheriffs, Don
Hammonds and Dave Kochenforfer, on the night of the OKC bombing that he and the
FBI had received warning a week before the bombing from a local Islamic terror group
(Hamas) of a threat of an attack on the Murrah Building.
The other man implicated by the mishandling of FBI leads and documents is the U.S.
prosecutor Sean Connelly who had refused to receive much of the evidence from a
former KFORTV reporter on the possible Middle Eastern connection. And Connelly is
the man who later prepared a May 24, 2001 report that downplayed what happened to the
“missing” FBI documents and misinformed Attorney General Ashcroft.
In 2001, the FBI announced it had discovered over 4000 pages of FBI interviews
concerning John Does. McVeigh’s execution was delayed by Attorney General John
Ashcroft to examine whether or not the “discovered” evidence should lead to a retrial.
In a May 24, 2001 news conference, Attorney General John Ashcroft made the following
statements:
“Today, the Department of Justice completed a report that has been submitted to me,
documenting the FBI's comprehensive efforts over the last 13 days to identify any
remaining documents. The report explains the content and the nature of newly produced
documents and outlines the efforts the department has made to allow McVeigh's
attorneys a fair opportunity to review this material."
“Let me summarize this report's findings. No document creates any doubt of McVeigh's
guilt, let alone establishes his innocence, which is the legal standard an appeal must
overcome. Most of the documents could not have qualified as evidence. Finally, the
quantity of the documents is minuscule compared to the number of documents already
provided to McVeigh's lawyers."
The report that Ashcroft referred to is entitled, “Report to the U.S. AG Regarding PostTrial Production of FBI Documents,” and is dated May 24, 2001. The report was
prepared under the direction of Sean Connelly, who is identified on the report as the
“Special Attorney to the Attorney General” along with the names of other U.S. Attorneys
such as Joseph Hartzler. As noted earlier in this chapter, Connelly and Hartzler were U.S.
prosecutors at the McVeigh and Nichols trials.
It is apparent that Ashcroft was wrongly relying too much on the very same U.S.
Attorneys that along with the FBI engaged in criminal obstruction of justice that included
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withholding and falsification of evidence from the court and trials and even threatening
of John Doe witnesses. As noted above, the author of Ashcroft’s report, Sean Connelly is
the man who refused for several years to accept from former KFORTV reporter Jayna
Davis the evidence and 21 sworn affidavits of witnesses who saw McVeigh with Middle
Eastern John Does, including the Iraqi suspect Al Hussaini.
A few days before his news conference an attempt had been made to offer Ashcroft
evidence gathered by Jayna Davis. The offer was rejected even though the offer was
alleged to have come through David Schippers, a former U.S. Attorney, a Washington
DC heavy hitter and the former legal counsel to the House Managers for the
Impeachment proceedings against President Clinton. Davis mentioned her hopes to spark
a DOJ investigation with the help of “a well-known former federal prosecutor” in an
interview with WorldNetDaily.com’s Paul Sperry on May 25, 2001 entitled “Bin-LadenMcVeigh Link”.
On the Fox News O’Reilly Factor for May 14, 2001, Bill O’Reilly stated that the FBI had
told him they had refused to accept evidence of Middle Eastern John Does from former
KFORTV reporter Jayna Davis because the evidence would have gone to the defense and
that is not what the FBI wanted, namely the FBI would have had to create 302 reports
which the FBI did not want the defense attorneys to receive.
The FBI claimed they could not authenticate the KFORTV evidence, but that would have
been hard for them to do since they did not receive it in the first place until February
1999. But U.S. Attorney and prosecutor Sean Connelly had also refused to receive the
evidence from Jayna Davis attorney Tim McCoy by telling McCoy the prosecution did
not want to complicate the case and help the defense. The Connelly refusal was revealed
at a March Oklahoma state pretrial hearing for Nichols in OKC.
FBI agent Dan Vogel finally met with and received evidence from Jayna Davis and her
attorney Dan Nelson in OKC in February 1999. At the request of Jayna Davis I contacted
William C. Dunke of the Senate Intelligence Committee and told him the FBI and U.S.
prosecutors had refused to accept the Davis evidence of 21 sworn affidavits both before
and during the trials. Dunke told me to tell Davis that she should tell the FBI that Dunke
would contact the FBI if they did not accept Davis’ affidavits. This led to the meeting
between Davis, Vogel and Nelson in late January1999. Transfer of most her evidence to
Vogel and the FBI was finalized by March 1999. Vogel claims that he passed Davis’
affidavits on to the FBI.
Now retired, OKC FBI agents Dan Vogel, Rich Ojeda and Jim Volz told CBS "60
Minutes-II " on May 29, 2001 that there were serious problems of FBI collected evidence
not being turned over to attorneys in the OKC bombing case which may amount to what
Vogel questions a possible criminal “obstruction of justice”. A summary of their
interview can be found at the CBS website under the story “Former Agents Hit FBI On
McVeigh”.
According to the NY Times article by Jo Thomas the Nichols defense attorney Michael
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Tigar said he knew of two instances in which prosecutors like Patrick Ryan tried to
impeach the credibility of defense witnesses with assertions that were contradicted by
the FBI documents discovered in 2001. One of these witnesses was John Morris Kuper
but the other witness was not publicly identified.
Ashcroft and the prosecutors in their report to Ashcroft tried to lead the American people
to believe that nothing significant was contained in the FBI documents that were found
and belatedly turned over to the defense attorneys for McVeigh and Nichols. But we
know that the lead sheet for witness John Kuper was extremely important and would, by
U.S. prosecutor Patrick Ryan’s own admission, have affected the prosecutions handling
of witness Kuper. And it is likely that the other witness Tigar referred to would also have
been treated differently. The jurors also probably could have believed the testimony of
the two witnesses had it not been for the withheld FBI documents.
But there is even much more known about the FBI documents that were found to show
that Ashcroft and the prosecutors were extremely wrong and deceptive if not dishonest in
their assessments. The LA Times reported on May 14, 2001 in an article by Richard
Serrano “More McVeigh Files Found” that the FBI documents contained surveillance
photos and tapes and information about the FBI’s lead John Doe suspect Robert Jacques
who may have been a government informant.
And a May 17, 2001, article entitled “Dallas FBI Files Believed to Detail 2 Arrests” by
Jack Douglas of the Ft. Worth Star Telegram revealed that more FBI documents
describing the arrest of Arab suspects in the OKC bombing were found in the Dallas FBI
office of the former OKC Bomb Inspector Danny Defenbaugh. These Arab suspects were
the subject of an OKC police and OK Highway Patrol manhunt and were improperly
released in part because of deliberately false information given out by FBI agent Floyd
Zimms. FBI 302’s of the arrest and release of three Pakistani men, Anas and Asad
Siddiqy and Mohammed Chafti involved in the 1993 WTC and 1995 OKC bombing were
found in Defenbaugh’s Dallas office in early 2001. These reports had not been turned
over to the defense before or during the federal trials.
Both the FBI and the U.S. Prosecutors illegally suppressed evidence and each knew the
other was suppressing the evidence and they were helping each other to do it. An
examination of the relationship between the U.S. prosecutors and the FBI described at the
Nichols appeals hearing on July 7, 1999, shows that the FBI and U.S. prosecutors
deliberately worked together and also separately to illegally suppress evidence at the
trials pertaining to John Does with McVeigh, some of whom may have been Federal
informants, agents and provocateurs.
In fact two FBI agents working for the U.S. prosecutors in Denver, Zimms and Odom,
have been identified as suppressing witnesses and their testimony in the OKC bombing
case.
Witness Debbie Burdick was called by FBI agent Odom during the McVeigh trial and
told not to talk to defense attorneys or news media even though she was never called to
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testify at the trial. Burdick saw McVeigh and Middle Eastern males in a brown Chevy
truck, McVeigh’s Mercury Marquis and a blue vehicle moments before the bombing.
Burdick’s story of being called and suppressed by Odom was reported on KTOK radio in
OKC by news director Jerry Bohnen.
A key witness of a Middle Eastern man seen with McVeigh was brow beaten at the OKC
FBI office and when he would not change his story, informed journalists close to the case
report that Zimms falsified the FBI 302 interview reports with the witness. These FBI
302 reports are used as evidence by U.S. Attorneys in trials. FBI agent Zimms was a key
liaison between Federal prosecutors and the FBI in Denver starting in 1996 and
throughout 1997. Zimms had previously worked closely with U.S. Attorneys when he
had worked for the FBI on mob cases in Chicago in the 1970’s.
If U.S. prosecutors Hartzler, Connelly, Ryan, Mackey and Wilkinson took and knowingly
carried out unlawful orders from Donna Bucella and janet Reno to engage in unethical
and illegal conduct before and during the grand jury and trials, they cannot plead the
Nuremberg defense. The same goes for FBI agents Odom and Zimms who worked
closely with the prosecutors. What is extremely troubling about the U.S. Attorneys and
prosecutors and FBI agents in this case, is that their alleged conduct could have become
legal grounds for getting two convicted bombers off.
There is a landmark case called “United States versus Brady,” which said that if the
government has evidence (called “exculpatory” evidence) in its possession that tends to
show that the person being prosecuted is innocent, then it violates the due process
guarantee in the Constitution for the government to have that evidence, but then to
conceal it and not turn it over to the trial court or to the defense team. As a result of the
case, “Brady Rules” were set up by the DOJ to comply with the Brady ruling.
Tigar and Jones provided hard evidence to Judge Matsch that the FBI and DOJ
intentionally withheld lead sheets and FBI 302 reports that was exculpatory. Judge
Matsch did not do anything about the Tigar or Jones complaints and evidence of “Brady
Rule” violations. In the OKC bombing case the FBI and DOJ and Judge Matsch jointly
conspired to and did intentionally violate the “Brady Rules” by withholding exculpatory
evidence from the defense and courts.
In his PETITION FOR WRIT OF MANDAMUS on MARCH 25, 1997, Jones appealed
to the Tenth Circuit of Appeals in Denver to force the U.S. government to comply with
the “Brady Rules” and turn over exculpatory evidence, especially evidence held by the
intelligence agencies of the government pertaining to foreknowledge of the OKC
bombing. A three-judge panel of the Tenth Circuit denied Jones request for a writ of
mandamus on the false assertion of protecting national security. See the chapter FALSE
ASSERTIONS OF NATIONAL SECUIRTY.
In a November 21, 1995 letter to U.S. prosecutor Joseph Hartzler Jones complained that
the government's definition of “exculpatory information” under Brady was unduly
restrictive.
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In a February 15, 1996 letter to U.S. prosecutor Beth A. Wilkinson regarding issues
relating to evidence discovery Jones underscored the defense's frustration with the
government's production of discovery, particularly Brady and Giglio items and requested
yet again specific reports generated by the Central Intelligence Agency, the Criminal
Investigation Divisions of the various components of the Department of Defense, the
National Security Agency, the Defense Intelligence Agency, the Bureau of Intelligence
and Research of the State Department, the Office for Combatting [sic] Terrorism of the
United States Department of State, the National Security Council, the Department of
Defense Special Operations Agency, and other domestic and foreign law enforcement
agencies.
See D.E. 1923 (Vol.III Exhibit “M”).
In a February 15, 1996 letter to U.S. prosecutor Beth A. Wilkinson, Jones requested
Brady material containing information concerning, information about the German
Andreas trassmeir and any connections with neo-Nazi or other white premacist
organizations. See D.E. 1923 (Vol. III Exhibit “N”).
This is what author and investigator Ambrose Evans-Pritchard wrote about the situation
in an article in the October 31, 1997 issue of Human Events, "What Really Happened in
the Oklahoma City Bombing?"
“In violation of its “Brady” responsibilities, the prosecution withheld material from the
defense that was exculpatory or impeached the credibility of government witnesses.
“It delayed a year in handing over FD-302 witness statements that were critical to the
defense. It stonewalled, obstructed, and dragged its feet at every turn. It also told a series
of demonstrable lies that will be enumerated in this book”.
“As for the FBI, the proven malfeasance of the crime labs in the handling of scientific
evidence from the crime scene makes it clear that the “OKBOMB” investigation was
rotten from the foundations up. The report of the Justice Department's Inspector General
lists the Oklahoma bombing case as one of the worst examples of de facto evidence
tampering by the crime labs. In summing up, the inspector General's report found that the
FBI crime labs had “repeatedly reached conclusions that incriminated the defendants
without a scientific basis” in the Oklahoma bombing case.”
Robert Mueller was brought to Washington DC in early 2001 to head the transition team
for Ashcroft. Mueller proceeded to steer Ashcroft through the cover-ups by FBI and DOJ
on the OKC bombing case. Mueller did such a superb job that Ashcroft personally
nominated Mueller to President GW Bush for the FBI Director position. Muller’ s
appointment and confirmation as FBI Director has perpetuated the FBI and DOJ coverups of Waco, Ruby Ridge and the OKC bombing.
Mueller was also involved in covering up the Noriega, BCCI and BNL scandals of HW
Bush Senior while at the U.S. Justice Department. Mueller worked with U.S. prosecutor
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Beth Wilkinson on the Noriega case. Mueller also worked closely at several points with
Larry Potts, the former Deputy Director of the FBI, who was dismissed from the FBI for
lying about the FBI giving the shoot to kill orders at Ruby Ridge that led to Vickie
Weaver’s murder.
The head of the OKC FBI office in 2001, Mr. Marquise worked directly with Mueller on
the Pan Am 103 bombing and Marquise was given the AG Distinguished Service Award
by Ashcroft. Marquise verbally attacked four FBI agents who were on 60 minutes II last
month describing the FBI cover-up of evidence in the OKC bombing. Now retired, OKC
FBI agents Dan Vogel, Rich Ojeda and Jim Volz told CBS “60 Minutes-II" on May 29,
2001 that there were serious problems of FBI collected evidence not being turned over to
attorneys in the OKC bombing case which may have amounted to what Vogel called a
possible criminal “obstruction of justice”.
Ashcroft and Mueller became part of the corruption and cover up problems at the FBI
and DOJ initiated under President Clinton by Janet Reno and Louis Freeh.
Timothy Lynch of the Cato Institute described these ongoing problems with the FBI and
FBI Director Robert Mueller in this a interview with PBS in 2001: “One thing that
concerns me greatly is one of the ongoing problems that we have had with the FBI has
been the failure of that agency to turn over evidence that it has in its possession over to
the trial court and over to people accused of crimes and to their defense teams. We saw it
in the Waco case, we saw it in the Ruby Ridge case, and we saw it most dramatically just
a few weeks ago in the Timothy McVeigh case where we have thousands of documents
suddenly discovered on the eve of an execution”
"He [Robert Mueller] has instituted a policy in the northern district of California [when
he was U.S. Attorney there] that we don't see in many other prosecutorial offices around
the country. It's called Brady waivers. He has basically asked all the prosecutors on his
staff when they enter into plea bargain negotiations, to make sure that the defendants sign
what is called or come to be known as a Brady waiver, which means if he pleads guilty,
he agrees that he is not going to come forward with a Brady claim later on. As a practical
matter, what this means is a person could enter into a plea bargain, plead guilty; he could
be sitting in jail, and evidence could be disclosed later on, evidence that tends to show
that he is innocent; evidence that should have been turned over by the prosecutors, but
because he signed the Brady waiver, he is not going to have a legal remedy to get a new
trial.”
“…but this [Brady waivers”] is a systemic policy that he [Robert Mueller] has instituted
and defended. It's a very controversial issue in California. ….It's raised eyebrows around
the country, because what it's trying to do is to shield the government, to insulate the
government from its legal disclosure obligations. It basically immunizes prosecutors from
claims of misconduct, because again, when this evidence comes to light, because the
waivers have been signed, it basically is trying to forestall legal motions for new trials or
legal motions to show prosecutorial misconduct.”
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So it seems that Robert Mueller may well want to perpetuate the protection of U.S.
prosecutors and the FBI leadership involved in extreme misconduct in the OKC bombing
case. It appears Mueller may also be protecting FBI leadership and prosecutors with
respect to their misconduct and failures in the 1993 WTC bombing, 9/11 and possible
future Islamic terror attacks in the U.S.
Robert Mueller met with Congressman Rohrabacher in 2005 to arrange an interview in
prison with Terry Nichols. According to the Northeast Intelligence Network Director
Douglas Hagmann, Mueller insisted on an FBI agent taking notes during the interview
but would not go along with Nichols being asked many vital and relevant questions
provided by former KFORTV reporter Jayna Davis, author of The Third Terrorist. It was
reported that Nichols was not overly informative to Rohrabacher, perhaps because the
presence of the FBI agent taking notes may not have been part of the initial interview
agreement with Nichols.
Salt Lake City attorney Jesse Trentadue persuaded Federal Judge Dale Kimbal to order
the FBI to release redacted copies of FBI documents related to the OKC bombing. These
documents clearly show the FBI’s use of provocateurs and informants in the OKC
bombing. Trentadue fought in court for two years against DOJ and FBI attorneys under
DOJ AGs Ashcroft and Gonzales and FBI Director Robert Mueller making false
arguments and claims to prevent the release of these documents. These same attorneys
even tried to frame Trentadue with false allegations of crimes by Trentadue himself.
These FBI documents obtained by Trentadue under court order were never produced by
the FBI or the U.S. prosecutors in the Federal trials or even after AG Ashcroft ordered a
new search of documents in 2001 when 4000 additional FBI documents were found then.
Despite assertions by AG Ashcroft and U.S. Prosecutor Sean Connelly that all documents
had been found and that none were relevant to the conduct of the McVeigh or Nichols
trial, the documents obtained by Trentadue were very relevant and exculpatory evidence
that demonstrate serious and premeditated violations of the law (crimes) by FBI and DOJ
officials in not producing them under the Brady Rules.
These documents also expose the FBI and DOJ leadership to civil liability claims if not
also to prosecution for criminal negligence at the very least.
Rohrabacher had requested these documents and legal briefs from Trentadue but
Rohrabacher intentionally left them out of his OKC bombing report. Rohrabacher and his
investigators did not follow up, did not conduct a proper investigation of the documents
and did not walk through with Trentadue the FBI documents and legal briefs they had
received. See the chapter THE “REASONS” WHY ROHRABACHER MADE HIS OKC
BOMBING INVESTIGATION AND REPORT DEFICIENT.
This book will show that the withholding and suppressing of evidence about some of the
John Doe terrorists (such as Mujahid Menepta) by the FBI and DOJ and U.S. prosecutors
exposed the public to the 9/11 attacks and possible future attacks by the terrorists and by
the groups they represent.
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IRAQ, ISLAMIC AND DOMESTIC TERRORIST ROLES TO BE EXAMINED
This book will further examine the role of Iraq and the CIA, FBI and Justice Department
with Ramzi Yousef, his uncle Khalid Sheik Mohammed, Terry Nichols and McVeigh and
with KNOWN others in the OKC bombing. This role could not be fully or adequately
addressed by the Rohrabacher report in part because of obstruction and lack of
cooperation by the FBI, CIA and Justice Department. However, this author is aware of
details of the Rohrabacher investigation not in the report but clearly known to and
believed by Rohrabacher and his investigators. These details are especially devastating
and incriminating to the FBI, CIA, and DOJ even today. It remains a major and serious
concern why these details were left out and whether or not Rohrabacher will pursue them
with Congress, President Bush and officials at the FBI, CIA and DOJ.
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FBI, DIA, CIA, NEGROPONTE TRACKED NICHOLS, IRAQIS, ALQAEDA
PLOTS IN PHILIPPINES
Ramzi Yousef and Khalid Mohammed, the mastermind of the 9/11 attacks, are both
native to Baluchistan, an Iraqi stronghold used by Saddam Hussain and his Iraqi
intelligence forces for decades. Yousef and Khalid Mohammed were in the Abu Sayef
cell in the Philippines visited by Terry Nichols. But Ramzi Youseff and his uncle were
working for Iraq long before the OKC bombing or their activities with Nichols in the
Philippines. Youseff traveled with Iraqi Dr. Ishan Barbouti in the U.S., in Dallas, in
OKC, and in London, England to acquire WMD technologies and materials and
equipment for Iraq in the late 1980s just before the first Gulf War with Iraq. They were
directly aided illegally by President HW Bush, the CIA and John Negroponte, the Deputy
National Security advisor during the Barbouti acquisitions for Iraq
Records retrieved from Yousef’s computer hard drives show that Yousef and Khalid
planned the 9/11 attacks in 1994 and early 1995 before Khalid took his plans to Bin
Laden in 1996 for implementation. Records from the same hard drives also reveal letters
from Khalid Mohammed to the Siddiqys in New York demanding help. The Siddiqys,
Anas and Assad, had been involved in the 1993 WTC bombing and were in OKC with
McVeigh on the morning of the OKC bombing, April 19, 1995, a fact witnessed by
Debbie Burdick. The Siddiqys were arrested the day of the OKC bombing but later
released because of the direct intervention of the FBI and the CIA.
Although the Abu Sayef cell had at least 5 Iraqi members, the cell was also funded by
Bin Laden’s brother in-law, Khalifa, Wali-Khan Amin Shah and Abu Omar. The cell
also had another member, Abdul Murad. Abu Omar was a name used by several of Bin
Laden’s lieutenants including the Egyptian and FBI informant Ali Mohammed convicted
for the 1993 WTC and Tanzanian and Kenyan embassy bombings. Edwin Angeles, an
undercover Philippine intelligence agent, and one to two Americans, likely John Lebney
and/or Jack Terrell, infiltrated the cell.
Angeles reported that Nichols, “the American farmer” and another unnamed American
with Nichols had first met with the Abu Sayeff cell members Youseff, Wali-Khan and
Murad in Davao City on the Philippine island of Mindanao in November 1991.
Wali-Khan Amin Shah fought with Osama bin Laden in Afghanistan.
Abdul Murad told the FBI from prison after the OKC bombing that the Liberation Army
had a role in the OKC bombing. Edwin Angeles said that Murad was referring to the
Palestine Liberation Army and/or the Islamic Jihad.
Murad was a pilot who trained in at least four United States flight schools including one
in Texas. Murad and Ramzi Yousef’s convicted accomplice in the 1993 WTC bombing,
Ahmed Mohammed Ajaj, were members of the Palestinian Liberation Organization’s
AlFatah terror group. Murad and Ajaj had occasion to meet the North American recruiter
of AlFatah, Mujahid Abdulqadir Menepta, aka Melvin Lattimore. Iraq and Saddam
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Hussain supported the Palestinian terror group, AlFatah, financially for years. Menepta
was named by BATF agent Jerry Whitney as a participant in the 1993 WTC and OKC
bombings at a federal trial in OKC in November 2001. More information on Menepta’s
and Ajaj’s direct connections to the OKC bombing, Iraq and terrorists will be presented
later in this book.
Jack Terrell was in the CIA and John Lebney was advertised as an American who sold
Chinese electronics. CIA operative Jack Terrell was involved in Iran Contra, was in
Florida at the same time and place as McVeigh and McVeigh’s and Nichol’s “Kinestik”
explosives supplier, CIA operative, Roger Moore. But even more significantly, Terrell
was in the Philippines in Cebu City at the same time as Nichols and Ramzi Yousef met.
Incidentally, Roger Moore recanted his entire testimony after the Nichols’ federal trial in
a letter to federal prosecutors.
Jack Terrell could have known and worked in Florida with dual U.S. and Israeli agent
William Northrup who, like Terrell, was directly and heavily involved in Iran Contra.
Northrup flew from Florida on April 16, 1995 to warn the OKC FBI on April 17, 1995, of
an attack on an OKC federal (Murrah?) building that week.
The DIA, FBI and CIA monitored the Abu Sayef cell and formed a working group that
reported to the U.S. ambassador to the Philippines, John Negroponte, according to Sam
Karmilowicz, the senior U.S. State Department security officer at the U.S. Philippine
embassy at the time. Counterpunch published an interview 'Ex-State Department Security
Officer Charges Pre-9/11 Cover-Up' in March 2006, with Sam Karmilowicz who asserted
John Negroponte gained foreknowledge of the 9/11 style plot while Negroponte was U.S.
ambassador to the Philippines from 1993 to 1996. Karmilowicz has offered to testify for
OKC attorney Mike Johnston in Johnston’s ongoing lawsuit against Iraq on behalf of 20
OKC bombing victims.
The monitoring of the cell started in early 1991 when Iraqis accidentally detonated a
bomb in the Philippines. U.S. officials monitored the Iraqis and Abu Sayef out of concern
that the Iraqi group would try and attack U.S. interests in the Philippines and in the U.S.
as a result of the first Gulf War that also occurred in 1991. Negroponte is currently the
Director of National Intelligence and as noted earlier knew Yousef before his stint in the
Philippines when Yousef acquired U.S. WMDS with the help of Negroponte, the CIA
and HW Bush.
Former Pentagon terrorism advisor at the time of the OKC bombing, Jesse Clear, claimed
that he was blocked by a FBI legal attaché and U.S. prosecutor Larry Mackey from
obtaining details of the monitoring of the Abu Sayef cell by the FBI, CIA and DIA and
Negroponte.
Rohrabacher and Rohrabacher’s investigator, Faedra Dugan, knew but did not write
about a member of the Arizona militia that went with Nichols to the Philippines and who
would have know of or been involved in the Abu Sayef meetings. FBI documents
obtained by Salt Lake City attorney Jesse Trentadue reveal that the FBI had 2-3
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informants in the Arizona militia at the time. These FBI Arizona militia informants likely
also knew of the Nichols meetings with Abu Sayef in the Philippines.
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THE FBI AND CIA KNEW OF TERROR PLOT WITH MCVEIGH AT ELOHIM
CITY
McVeigh and Nichols had help from Muslims and white supremacists supported by Iraq
who collaborated in a terror cell in OKC (see more on this below) and an associated
compound near Muldrow, Oklahoma, in far Eastern Oklahoma. The compound was
heavily infiltrated by the FBI and CIA and BATF and was called Elohim City.
Despite being left out of his report, Rohrabacher and the FBI knew that McVeigh had
been in a meeting in a trailer at Elohim City in 1995, with a German national explosives
and training officer, Andreas Strassmeyer, as well as Dennis Mahon.
In April 1997 an FBI and a BATF agent interviewed a Mr. John Shults. The interview is
recorded in an official FBI 302 interview report obtained by a Freedom of Information
Act request (FOIA).
John Shults revealed in his FBI and BATF interview that he accompanied Chevy Kehoe
to a meeting at Elohim City Oklahoma in 1994 with Timothy McVeigh and two other
men, one having a German accent with the name “Andy”[Strassmeyer]. Discussed at the
meeting were white supremacy, militia movements, and “a delivery” that had to be made
“very soon”. This delivery is likely the bomb components used to blow up the Murrah
Building.
FBI and OK Highway patrol documents clearly show Strassmeyer’s presence was well
known to the U.S. State Department, FBI (Director Louis Freeh personally) and CIA who
inserted him illegally at Elohim City in 1989. The FBI and Louis Freeh protected
Strassmeyer from apprehension by the INS after the OKC bombing and arranged to have
FBI and CIA operative, Dave Hollaway, escort Strassmeyer to Germany via the Mexican
border from his hideout with Kirk Lyons at the CAUSE Foundation in North Carolina.
FBI reports show Hollaway gave McVeigh advice on where to park the Ryder truck
bomb for optimal damage (more on Hollaway is presented below).
After Strassmeyer was safely tucked away back in Germany, U.S. prosecutor Beth
Wilkinson gave Strassmeyer a poor and cursory interview by phone in which Strassmeyer
denied involvement. The Rohrabacher report leaves all of these vital details out about the
FBI, CIA and DOJ complicity with Strassmeyer although the report mentions Lyons and
Strassmeyer.
FBI and phone records also reveal McVeigh called Elohim City to talk with Strassmeyer
around April 5, 1995.
The other man who lived at Elohim City in the trailer meeting with McVeigh and
Strassmeyer was Dennis Mahon. The FBI and CIA knew before the OKC bombing that
Dennis Mahon, received a monthly stipend of $200 from Iraq and gave speeches on
behalf of Iraq and Saddam Hussein at rallies in Tulsa, Oklahoma.
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It is apparent that McVeigh, not just Nichols, was in contact with Iraqi experts who
helped both of them in the OKC bombing. Mahon may have helped McVeigh contact
Iraqis as well as Nichols via Nichols’ Ramzi Yousef connections described earlier.
When arrested by OK Highway Patrol trooper Charles Hanger, McVeigh had several
phone numbers for Iraqi intelligence that were turned over to the FBI. According to
Chicago Attorney David Schippers, the office of Deputy Secretary of Defense, Paul
Wolfowitz, confirmed the Iraqi intelligence phone numbers with McVeigh and that DOD
was angry with the FBI for withholding the information about the Iraqi phone numbers.
Before Schippers confirmation, the editor of U.S. News and World Report’s “Washington
Whispers” column, Paul Bedard personally had told me the same story, but later denied
it.
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MUSLIM BROTHERHOOD TERRORISTS IN OKLAHOMA
Dr. Samir Khalil, an OKC Jordanian slumlord who emigrated from Libya (or Kuwait),
employed Jordanian Abraham Ahmad and Iraqi Al Hussaini along with other Iraqi
Republican guard members brought to the U.S. after the first Gulf war by Presidents HW
Bush and William Clinton. Ahmad and Hussaini were the subject of an FBI all points
bulletin released in OKC the first week after the bombing because they had been seen in
front of Murrah with McVeigh and the Ryder truck moments before fleeing the scene the
Murrah Building in their late model brown Chevy truck.
Hussaini’s time card had been forged to make it appear that Hussaini could not have been
at the Murrah Building before and at the time of the bombing, 9:01 am on April 19, 1995.
Hussaini's co-worker, Ernie Cranfield, said Hussaini's time sheet stating he was at work
at 8:08 a.m had been falsified. Cranfield claimed that Hussaini was working at a house by
10:00 a.m., but wasn't there at 8:30 a.m.
Al Hussaini had been also seen with McVeigh numerous times in OKC before the
bombing. Hussaini had served in Sadam’s Hussein’s Republican guard and was brought
to OKC along with other Iraqis based on a decision made by HW Bush and carried out
during the Clinton administration by CIA directors, James Woolsey and Admiral William
Studeman. A week after the OKC bombing, according to the Chicago Tribune, Studeman
told a Chicago audience that the OKC bombing was a Middle Eastern sponsored attack.
Interestingly enough Studeman had, along with Negroponte and HW Bush, been involved
in the acquisition and transfers of U.S. WMDS to Iraq by Ishan Barbouti.
One of Rohrabacher’s investigators, Greg McCarthy, claims that the FBI knew where Al
Hussaini was (at a YMCA in Boston) but let him disappear. This is disturbing since the
FBI and DOJ knew of Hussaini’s role not only in the OKC bombing, but also as a food
and baggage handler at Boston’s Logan Airport with hijacked planes on 9/11. The FBI
had numerous attempts to interview Hussaini in OKC for years, especially when he
returned for a deposition in his own lawsuit against KFORTV in OKC.
Khalil’s other employees, Jafar Osman and Abraham Ahmad, fled the U.S. after the OKC
bombing. The FBI interrogated Ahmad and then he and Osman were allowed to return to
the U.S. even though bomb-making equipment was found in Ahmad’s luggage. Iraqis,
Abraham Ahmad and Jafar Osman maintained Khalil’s properties in OKC for Khalil’s
company Samarra Properties, the name of a famous place in Iraq.
In early May 1995 after the OKC bombing, Khalil was photographed near his auto body
shop in OKC with Hussaini, other Iraqis, a heavy set Egyptian man, his wife, and a man
identified as Jafar Osman the Iraqi intelligence agent and explosives expert who had met
McVeigh with Khalil and Nichols in Vegas. Pentagon terror advisor Jesse Clear and a
Congressional expert on Iraq, Ms. Lori Milroie, made an identification of Osman from
the photographs.
Terry Nichols and Timothy McVeigh attended the Claude Hall Gun Show in Las Vegas
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in November and January of 1994 and went to frequented Binyon's Horseshoe and a
nearby strip joint called the Glitter Gulch. Dr. Samir Khalil was also in Vegas the same
time Nichols and McVeigh were in 1994 and Khalil also visited Binyons’ Horseshoe and
the Glitter Gulch. Binyon's Horseshoe is a casino well known to the CIA for money
laundering and political payoffs (See Rodney Stich’s book, Defrauding America).
A private professional and licensed investigator learned that McVeigh had met in Vegas
with an Iraqi recruiter, Iraqi intelligence agent and Jordanian electrical engineer and
explosives expert, Jafar Osman. The meeting occurred in Vegas when Osman’s friend
and employer, Dr. Samir Khalil was present.
When the licensed private investigator showed the May 1995 surveillance photos to two
CIA agents, he was told Osman was Iraqi intelligence and that the investigator should
stay the “hell out of the investigation.”
These photographs have also been turned over to the OKC PD and the FBI in OKlahoma
in 1996 and even again recently in 2006 to the FBI in OKlahoma but the FBI
investigation was stonewalled by the FBI leadership in Washington DC.
Khalil was divorced from his wife, Carol Khalil, who was killed in the Murrah Building
while working for the U.S. Department of Agriculture. Samir Khalil collected on a
$500,000 life insurance policy on his wife. And it is believed that Carol Khalil had keys
and other access to the Murrah Building that could have been used by Samir Khalil to
help Iraqi sponsored Islamic terrorist bombers get access to the Murrah Building. Khalil
claimed to have relatives in Jordan, Saudi Arabia, and Iraq, who provided the money for
his education and real-estate investments. By 1995, he had acquired over 500 properties,
mainly through HUD. But in 1973, Khalil was convicted of grand larceny. In 1991, he
was indicted in federal court on eight counts of insurance fraud, which included setting
fires to some of his properties. In early April 1995 Khalil was being investigated for
property scams and income tax evasion by a federal grand jury in OKC being run by
Assistant U.S. attorney Ted Richardson. After the OKC bombing the grand jury
investigation was mysterious stopped. A year later Ted Richardson was found dead a
few miles from Khalil’s home with a gunshot wound to his chest.
It is not surprising that Rohrabacher said the CIA and Justice Department and FBI
obstructed him. The conduct of these agencies show they have had something to hide
with respect to protecting Samir Khalil (from a federal grand jury indictment in 1995-see
below), Abraham Ahmad, Al Hussaini and Jafar Osman involvement with Iraqi
intelligence and the OKC bombing. They also arranged the premature release of
Abraham Ahmad.
Iraq sheltered several prominent Palestinian terrorist organizations in Baghdad, including
Hamas and the Palestine Liberation Front (PLF), known for attacks against Israel.
A former Chairman of the House Intelligence Committee from Oklahoma, David
McCurdy, wrote in a May 1995 letter to the Oklahoma Gazette that Hamas had local OK
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bombing experts capable of and that likely assisted in the OKC bombing. Congressmen
Ernest Istook of Oklahoma told two deputy sheriffs, Don Hammonds and Dave
Kochenforfer, on the night of the OKC bombing that he and the FBI had received
warning a week before the bombing from a local Islamic terror group (Hamas) of a threat
of an attack on the Murrah Building.
The OKC bombing's Dr Samir Khalil is believed to have worked for Palestinian Islamic
Jihad. Khalil may also have met with Dr Ayman Zawahiri in April 1995 in OKC and at a
Norman mosque that Zawahiri visited while traveling with Ali Mohammed who was
working for the FBI at the time out of Sacramento. Zawahiri is a major AlQaeda and
Egyptian Islamic Jihad leader.
In 2002, James Patterson of the Indianapolis Star reported reading a sworn affidavit
(turned over to the House Government Reform Committee and FBI) of a witness that
claimed Khalid Mohammed had actually been in OKC at the time of the OKC bombing.
The witness was purportedly Sharon Twilley, the secretary of Dr Samir Khalil. Twilley
allegedly said she wrote two checks from Khalil and handed them to Khalid Mohammed.
Recall that Khalid Mohammed was another member of the Abu Sayef cell who is to have
met with Ramzi Yousef and Terry Nichols in the Philippines. For information on other
possible eyewitness sightings of Khalid Mohammed in OKC see the APPENDIX
NOTES, Item 1.
Iraq sheltered the Abu Nidal Organization, an international terrorist organization that
carried out terrorist attacks in twenty countries, killing or injuring almost 900 people.
Each of these groups had offices in Baghdad and received training, logistical assistance,
and financial aid from the government of Iraq. Louis Freeh bragged to Congress in
support of the Anti Terrorism bill in May 1995 that the FBI had helped populate three
Abu Nidal cells in Dallas, California and Virginia. Iraqi agents murdered Abu Nidal in
his Baghdad apartment in 2002 just before U.S. forces moved into Iraq.
<b>All the above groups described above- Islamic Jihad, Abu Nidal, Hamas and
Palestinian (PLO, PLF, AlFatah, Palestinian Islamic Jihad) - were part of the MUSLIM
BROTHERTHOOD that had direct financial support from Iraq/Saddam Hussein, and
worked with AlFatah and AlFuqra terror groups and OKC bombing plot participants Dr.
Samir Khalil and Abdul Murad (Philippines, Abu Sayef) and Melvin Lattimore (Mujahid
Adulqadir Menepta) in the U.S.
The top fundraiser for Hamas in the U.S. was Mufid Adulqader who worked with at the
Oklahoma Department of Transportation (ODOT) at the time of the OKC bombing. He is
believed to have known and perhaps participated in the OKC bombing plot with
Menepta, Dr. Samir Khalil, Iraqis and an OKC based terrorist “XYZ” criminal enterprise
described in the chapter: ISHAN BARBOUTI SET UP TERROR ENTERPRISE FOR
IRAQ.
Abdulqader and the head of Hamas, Khaled Meshall are brothers. Meshall is also
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suspected in helping facilitate the OKC bombing. Recall, as noted above, that the
Chairman of the House Intelligence Committee from Oklahoma, David McCurdy,
publicly wrote in May 1995, that Hamas members, like Abdulqader and Meshall,
facilitated the OKC bombing.
The head of Syrian Islamic Jihad Ramadan Sallah was close to Abdulqader and Meshall.
Sallah was at the World Islamic Studies Institute (WISE) at the University of Southern
Florida and connected to indicted terrorist Sammy AlArian. A federal raid on an OKC
mosque on March 13, 1995, was looking for Sallah may who also may have been in OKC
as a precursor to OKC bombing.
Just before the OKC bombing, Meshall and Sallah left the U.S. for protection in Syria.
Sallah and Meshall are working to help Hezbollah and Hamas. Meshall also spends time
in Egypt with Egyptian Islamic Jihad whose head was Dr. Ayman Zawahiri, AlQaeda’s
number two leader.
Abdullah Sheikh Azam was a major leader in the Muslim Brotherhood and he wrote the
charter for AlQaeda. Azam was a mentor for Bin Laden in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia. Azam
came to address an Islamic terrorism conference hosted in OKC in 1988 and reported on
by terrorism expert Steve Emerson. AlQaeda set up an AlQaeda Service center in OKC
around the time of Azam’s visit to OKC. Bin Laden’s top lieutenant, Dr Zawahiri of
AlQaeda may well have come to OKC in April 1995, to work with the Muslim
Brotherhood network of Hamas, AlQaeda, Islamic Jihad, AlFuqra, AlFatah, Iraq, Syria,
Iran, Azam, Bin Laden, Zawahiri, Dr. Samir Khalil, Al Hussaini, Ali Mohammed,
Mujahid[in] Menepta, Mufid Abuduldader ,Ramadan Sallah, Khaled Meshall, Sammy
AlArian and the “XYZ” terror business enterprise to oversee and help put the final
touches on the OKC bombing.
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IT STARTED WITH THE 1993 WTC BOMBING
Rohrabacher complained in his report that the Justice Department, particularly the U.S.
Attorneys office in New York refused to provide information concerning allegations
against Samir Khalil’s possible involvement in the 1993 WTC bombing. The U.S.
Attorney who handled the 1993 WTC bombing, Andrew C. McCarthy produced a list of
un indicted co-conspirators for the 1993 WTC bombing that included the names of two
men, Samir Khalil and Ahmed Yousef. I arranged to have this list provided to
Rohrabacher’s investigator, Greg McCarthy. Rohrabacher was rebuffed when he sought
information from the U.S. Attorneys in New York and with the DOJ as to whether or not
the man on these men on the list were in fact the same men as Dr. Samir Khalil of OKC
and his brother Ahmed Yousef.
But other information that Rohrabacher may not know and was not told by the DOJ and
U.S. Attorneys shows it is highly likely that Samir Khalil of OKC and his brother Ahmed
are in fact the men on the unindicted co-conspirators list of Andrew McCarthy.
Phone records show that Ramzi Yousef’s convicted accomplice in the 1993 WTC
bombing, Ahmed Mohammed Ajaj, worked in Texas and made calls to Dr Samir Khalil’s
Houston properties before the 1993 WTC bombing. Ajaj had been arrested in Israel for
smuggling arms to Hamas and the Palestinian Organization’s Al Fatah terror group, a
pedigree that Ajaj shared with Samir Khalil, Menepta and Abdul Murad of the Philippine
Abu Sayef cell.
Khalil's brother Mike, also known as Ahmed Yousef, was involved with a group of
Iranians in Huntsville, Alabama who attempted to compromise female enlisted personnel
in an attempt to procure military secrets. Ahmed Yousef tried to compromise a woman
from Tuskumbee, Alabama, whom Ahmed dated after meeting her in Oklahoma City in
late 1982, when they worked together at Shotgun Sam's Pizza Parlor.
But the Justice Department has even much more to hide from Rohrabacher than just the
involvement of Samir Khalil and his brother in the 1993 WTC bombing.
A DOJ informant Cary James Gagan met and worked with an Arab man using the same
name as Samir Khalil, Omar Khalil, for an attack on a Midwest federal building and to
deliver bomb-making materials to Junction City Kansas (where McVeigh and Nichols
worked closely together) shortly before the OKC bombing. DOJ informant Gagan
delivered a letter to the Justice Department on April 6, 1995 reporting that he had
"specific information that within two weeks" a federal building in the Midwest (that
included the Murrah Building) was to be bombed. U.S. Attorney Henry Solano confirmed
that his Denver office granted immunity in September 1994 to informant Gagan for his
information about a plot by apparent Middle Eastern terrorists and U.S. citizens to bomb
a number of federal buildings.
Gagan alleged that South American drug lords worked with Islamic terrorists in
employing Gagan to deliver explosive powders in bottles and a mixer to Junction City,
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Kansas for the OKC bombing. The Islamic terrorists Gagan spoke of included Khalil and
the 1993 WTC bombers, Ramzi Yousef and the Abu Sayef terrorists in the Philippines.
Note that the book that Ramzi Yousef and Terry Nichols both used in the Philippines
made mention of explosive powders possibly similar to what Gagan delivered to Kansas,
The Chemistry of Powders and Explosives.
It is not surprising that Rohrabacher claims the Justice Department (DOJ) obstructed him.
The conduct of the DOJ shows DOJ has had much to hide with respect to their
forewarning from Gagan and their suppressing the involvement of Samir Khalil and his
brother Ahmed Yousef in the 1993 WTC bombing and Khalil’s involvement in the OKC
bombing.
The FBI, CIA and DOJ also intentionally lied to local authorities that led to the premature
release of Abraham Ahmad and three men seen with McVeigh arrested in OKC and
Dallas that were also involved in the 1993 WTC bombing, Anas and Assad Siddiqy and
Mohammed Chafti.
The arrests and names of the men were reported in major national newspapers outside of
OK the week of the bombing. Witness Debbie Burdick, who had seen the men in OKC
with McVeigh. But FBI agent Odom from Denver aggressively intimidated Burdick.
Odom told Burdick if she talked to the press or defense attorneys, she would “harm her
country”. Attorney General Janet Reno and FBI OKC Bomb Task Force inspector Danny
Defenbaugh lied about the arrest of the three men and hid the FBI 302 reports of their
arrest until they were found in his Dallas office in January 2001. Bomb sniffing dogs had
found explosives residues in the luggage of the men who had switched license plates on
their rental car. FBI and CIA agent Floyd Zimms admitted he lied to OKC police about
the description of the men’s vehicle so they would be released in Dallas despite an all
points bulletin issued for them by the OK State Highway Patrol.
On the day of the OKC bombing after the Murrah Building was bombed, the head of
Saudi intelligence, Prince Turki Faisal called Vincent Cannistraro, the former CIA station
chief for the Middle East, and told Cannistraro that Sadam Hussein of Iraq had hired
seven Pakistanis to help carry out the OKC bombing. Cannistraro called the FBI and FBI
agent Kevin Foust recorded the Prince Turki account to Cannistraro in an official FBI
302 interview report. McVeigh defense attorney Stephen Jones also learned that the
Saudi Arabian Intelligence Service reported that Iraq had hired seven Pakistani
mercenaries--Afghani War veterans known as the “Afghan Freedom Fighters or the
Mujahadeen”--to bomb targets in the U.S including the Murrah Building in OKC.
Anas and Asad Siddiqy and Mohammed Chafti arrested on the day of the OKC bombing
are Pakistanis involved in the 1993 WTC bombing and may have been three of these
seven Pakistanis Prince Turki claimed Saddam hired to help do the OKC bombing.
Another Pakistani who also may be one of the seven Pakistanis allegedly hired by Iraq is
Mujeeb Cheema. Cheema is a Pakistani Muslim from Tulsa, Oklahoma, and was
identified as a major suspect In the OKC bombing by FBI and OKC police Department
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informant Hanni Kamal. Kamal linked Cheema to the OKC bombing activities of Dr.
Samir Khalil and also to criminal automobile scams. Cheema may also have connections
to Pakistani intelligence, the ISI.
The FBI has done nothing adequate about Saudi Prince Turki’s report that seven
Pakistanis were hired to help do the OKC bombing connecting other than have five
different version of FBI agents interview with Cannistraro written as if to fuzzy up the
original account to former CIA official Vincent. Cannistraro. The FBI and DOJ have
ignored evidence about and instead have protected four Pakistanis who may have been
some of the seven Paksitanis described by Prince Turki as being hired by Iraq to help do
the OKC bombing.
The four Pakistanis are the Siddiqy brothers, Mohammed Chafti and Mujeeb Cheema.
Rohrabacher knows all of this and left it out of his OKC bombing report. Are
Rohrabacher, the FBI and DOJ protecting Saudi Prince Turki and these Pakistanis from
public scrutiny because they may have all been involved in the 1993 WTC bombing and
with the CIA’s operation to use the Mujahidin to fight the Russians in Afghanistan?
Many Mujahidin members were Pakistanis and are now in AlQaeda and, like bin Laden,
are now attacking the U.S. and Israel.
World Net Daily and The New York Times reported that the FBI and DOJ intentionally
allowed the 1993 WTC bombing despite attempts by bomb maker Emad Salem and his
FBI handler Nancy Floyd to stop the bombing. Leslie Stahl reported in a CBS
documentary that the U.S. Attorney, Andrew McCarthy, of New York approved the
release of another 1993 WTC bomb maker, Abdul Rahman Yasin, so he could travel to
Iraq. Even with acid burns on his hands and jeans, Yasin had cooperated with the FBI in
showing them where and how the bombs were made a week after the 1993 WTC
bombing. Neal Herman was the FBI agent who supervised the investigation of the 1993
WTC bombing. When asked by Leslie Stahl why Yasin was released Herman said:
“It was a collective decision made by the F.B.I., by the United States Attorney’s office,
whether or not that person [Yasin]-- there was enough information to-- to hold
him[Yasin]. And at that time—“There were several of us that did not want him to be
allowed to leave, but he did. And that decision was made [by U.S. Attorneys office].”
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FBI AND JUSTICE DEPARTMENT PROTECT THEIR PROVOCATEURS
The fact that participants in the 1993 WTC bombing were also involved in the OKC
bombing would also be something that the FBI and Justice Department would want to
obstruct Rohrabacher over especially the ones who worked for the FBI and were
protected by the Justice Department in both attacks. But these same participants in the
1993 WTC and OKC attacks do not only include Samir Khalil, Ahmed Yousef, the
Siddiqys and Mohammed Chafti, they also include Mujahid Menepta and Ali Mohammed
who both worked as informants/provocateurs for the FBI protected by the DOJ.
Ali Mohammed trained the 1993 WTC bombers and brought Dr. Ayman Zawahiri, the
leader of AlQaeda and Egyptian Islamic Jihad, to OKC at the time of the OKC bombing
in April 1995. The U.S. Attorney Patrick Fitzgerald also knew in 1994 that Ali
Mohammed was a conspirator in the 1993 WTC bombing. But Fitzgerald allowed Ali
Mohammed to walk the U.S. streets for other terror attacks including the 1995 OKC
bombing and the 1998 bombings of U.S. embassies in Tanzanian and Kenya. The FBI
and CIA knew of the Ali Mohammed plans to bomb these embassies for at least six
months beforehand from phone taps and taping of Ali Mohammed and el Hage, Bin
Laden’s secretary. ElHage was a close associate of Ali Mohammed in Dallas. The FBI
intentionally did not intervene to stop the U.S. embassy bombings.
These foreknowledge facts were also known to Fitzgerald but were suppressed by
Fitzgerald during Ali Mohammed’s and el Hage trials. Fitzgerald would also have known
that a man using Ali Mohammed’s nom de guerre, Abu Omar, had been involved in the
Abu Sayef cell that plotted with Ramzi Yousef and Khalid Mohammed to do the OKC
bombing and the 9/11 attacks while they were in the Philippines.
Ali Mohammed was convicted for his roles in the 1993 WTC and Tanzanian and Kenyan
embassy bombing attacks but never was convicted for his role in the OKC bombing.
According to the National Geographic Channel documentary, "Triple Cross," that aired in
August 2006, Ali was never sentenced and is under Federal protective custody.
According to this article, U.S. federal prosecutors suppressed critical evidence in trial of
1993 World Trade Center bombers, U.S. prosecutors, Michael Chertoff and Patrick
Fitzgerald covered up Ali Mohammed’s role for the FBI in the 1993 WTC bombing
during Federal trials connected to the bombing:
“The two men responsible for the failure to present the surveillance intelligence on the
1993 World Trade Center bombers to the juries and grand juries hearing the charges -the main federal prosecutors for New York City and New Jersey in the bombing case -were Patrick J. Fitzgerald and Michael Chertoff, respectively.”
When arrested in the U.S., Ali Mohammed was carrying terror manuals he had written
for AlQaeda on how to plant explosives in public buildings like what happened in the
embassy bombings and is strongly suspected to have happened in the 1995 OKC
bombing and the 9/11 attacks on the orders of Khalid Mohammed. For more on the
acknowledgement of this by President GW Bush see the next chapter, “MORE THAN
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JUST A TRUCK BOMB.”
Black Muslim, AlFatah and AlFuqra terror group member, Mujahid Abdulqadir Menepta
was seen down the street from the Murrah Building at the Travelers Aid with McVeigh’s
car and two FBI informants, Shawn Kenny and James Rosencrans the day before the
OKC bombing. Menepta was also seen numerous times at the Cactus motel in OKC
where McVeigh had help building the Ryder truck bomb from Iraqis who worked for Dr.
Samir Khalil. Menepta is a U.S. citizen from St Louis, Missouri and his America name is
Melvin Lattimore.
In the summer of 2001, the chief witness at the Travelers Aid, Gloria Smith wrote
Attorney General John Ashcroft and the Inspector General of the DOJ, Glen Fine, about
the 1995 Travelers Aid incident with Mujahid Menepta, Shawn Kenny and Rosencrans.
As the Director of Travelers Aid, Smith had 20 years of experience of working with FBI
agents in the past. Smith’s information was also presented to Ashcroft in his personal
Virginia residence by Air Force General Benton K. Partin in August 2001 and if acted
upon may have averted 9/11. Smith complained that 6 different FBI agents came to the
Travelers Aid over 6 months after the OKC bombing, took few notes, wrote no reports,
had no sketches made, and harshly browbeat and intimidated four witnesses who had
seen the men with McVeigh’s car at Travelers Aid. To this day, the FBI and DOJ have
done nothing about this incident that was reported on local OKC radio station, KTOK and
local television station KOCOTV.
The Travelers Aid incident is another example of where FBI agents intentionally did not
create official FBI reports from thousands of lead sheets created from interviews with
witnesses. As noted above, Nichols defense attorney Mike Tigar presented evidence to
Judge Matsch in 1996 that Danny Defenbaugh’s FBI agents under supervisor Mark White
had deliberately not created FBI 302 reports from thousands of lead sheets with key
witnesses nor turned these lead sheets over to the defense attorneys.
One of the men with Menepta and Kenny was James Rosencrans, Michael Fortier’s
neighbor and a drug dealer from Kingman, Arizona who testified for the U.S. prosecutors
and the FBI at the OKC bombing federal grand jury in June 1995. Rosencrans was
permitted by the DOJ and FBI to keep the proceeds of sales of guns stolen from Roger
Moore as payment for drugs he claimed he provided McVeigh and Fortier.
Another clue to the sudden cessation of real investigation by the FBI to protect the FBI’s
use of informants and provocateurs is given by an FBI agent investigating Robert
Jacques. Jacques was a John Doe seen, with McVeigh and Nichols at a real estate office
in Cassville, Missouri in November 1994. After a year of investigating Jacques, the FBI
agent told real estate agent Joe Davidson that Jacques appeared to be “one of ours.” Time
magazine carried a sketch of Jacques and quoted the FBI as saying the real estate agent’s
story was very reliable because they had correctly identified unknown dental work on
McVeigh’s front teeth.
Defense attorney Stephen Jones has written that he believes Jacques may have been a
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DEA agent. A man with the name Robert Jacques shared a mail drop with James
Rosencrans in Arizona. If Robert Jacques was DEA, then Rosencrans may have also been
a DEA informant/provocateur used in the OKC bombing case.
The other man with Menepta was Shawn Kenny, an Army private that the FBI used to
provoke and track McVeigh. Kenny and Kevin McCarthy posed as Christian Identity
white supremacist members living at Elohim City with Dennis Mahon and Andreas
Strassmeyer. They also were Midwest Bank robbers who obtained “Kinestik” explosives
(like those provided by Roger Moore to McVeigh and Nichols) and helped McVeigh rob
Midwestern banks. See “Christian Identity” Informants Involved in OKC Bombing."
Rohrabacher’s report claims the FBI, Bureau of Prisons, and Justice Department were
very unhelpful to Rohrabacher’s investigators in locating Kevin McCarthy who had been
in a federal witness protection program. Rohrabacher should have known about Shawn
Kenney but does not mention him in Rohrabacher’s report. Kenny was the subject of FBI
memos and teletypes obtained in Salt Lake City Federal Court by attorney Jesse
Trentadue. The details of Kenny’s involvement (as argued in briefs before Federal Judge
Dale Kimbal) were provided by Trentadue to Rohrabacher for over a year before his
report was released. Yet neither Rohrabacher nor his investigators ever walked through
the FBI documents and followed up with Trentadue concerning FBI provocateur Shawn
Kenny.
Menepta was named by BATF agent Jerry Whitney as a participant in the 1993 WTC and
OKC bombings during a federal trial in OKC in November 2001. Menepta’s credit card
was used to purchase the bomb making materials used by Emad Salem and Abdul
Rahman Yasin to build the 1993 WTC bomb. Menepta also roomed at various times in
Norman, Oklahoma with 9/11 participants Al Shehhi, Al Hazmi, AlAttas and Zecharias
Moussaoui. Menepta traveled to Minnesota in August 2001 and attempted to bail AlAttas
and Moussaoui out of FBI custody. Imam Nedaya from Senegal was at the Norman
mosque attended by Menepta, AlAttas and Moussaoui. Nedaya was taped by the FBI
talking to AlAttas and Moussaoui about “being on jihad” just before 9/11. The DOJ
prosecutor, John Richter, arranged a reduced sentence for Menepta at the November 2001
trial. Menepta was put back on the streets less than a year after 9/11 despite the testimony
from the BATF about Menepta’s role in the 1993 WTC and 1995 OKC bombings.
Menepta now runs an Islamic terror institute in St Louis. AlAttas and Meneptas
involvement was suppressed at the Moussaoui trial by U.S. Attorneys, the FBI or DOJ
even though they knew about it.
A man with the name Melvin Lattimore, Menepta’s U.S. citizenship name, lived in
Hollywood, Florida at the same time that Jose Padilla, Roger Moore, Rodney Hampton El
and McVeigh were there in 1993-1994. Jose Padilla meets the description (looked like a
young Hispanic gang member) of the witnesses in Newkirk, OK who saw Nichols with
him on April 18, 1995 and who identified him from one of the FBI John Doe 2 sketches
showed them by the FBI. That sketch shows a faint scar on his cheek just like the one
Padilla has. Khalid Sheik Mohammed (KSM) has been indicted for his involvement in
the 1993 WTC and 9/11 attacks. KSM, the man who met with Ramzi Yousef and Terry
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Nichols in the Philippines, may have used Padilla in the OKC bombing especially since
KSM may also have been in OKC at the time of the bombing (see James Patterson report
above) and since KSM resent Padilla back into the U.S. after 9/11 for an alleged dirty
bomb plot. Hampton El was an AlQaeda recruiter of former U.S. servicemen who served
in the first Gulf War.
Rohrabacher was provided detailed evidence about Menepta before his report came out.
When given this evidence, Rohrabacher claimed that neither his investigators, the FBI,
CIA nor the Justice Department, had ever told him about Menepta before. The evidence
about Menepta was given to Rohrabacher at the same time he was also given the
evidence about Samir Khalil being an unindicted co-conspirator in the 1993 WTC
bombing. However, it is a mystery why Rohrabacher did not mention Menepta in his
OKC bombing report since Menepta, like Samir Khalil, was involved in the 1993 WTC
and 1995 OKC bombings. Menepta was not even mentioned in the chapter of the
Rohrabacher report where Rohrabacher did complain about Samir Khalil not being
adequately investigated by the FBI and DOJ.
The FBI, DOJ and U.S. Attorneys likely would have also obstructed and not cooperated
with Rohrabacher concerning Menepta. Menepta was protected by the FBI, the DOJ, and
John Richter for years despite BATF testimony and direct reports to John Ashcroft by
General Partin and Travelers Aid witness Gloria Smith.
American black Muslims like Mujahid Menepta were trained by the CIA and AlQaeda
member Ali Mohammed to fight with the Mujahidin against the Russians but were also
involved in the 1993 WTC and 1995 OKC bombings and 9/11 attacks. Many of these
CIA trained black Muslims, like Menepta, are members of the AlFuqra terror
organization.
AlFuqra has scores of terror training centers in the U.S.. AlFuqra has been responsible for
more terror attacks in the U.S. over the past 25 years than all other terror organizations
combined. The Beltway sniper, John Muhammed was a member of AlFuqra. Richard
Reid, the shoe bomber, was an AlFuqra member. There is an AlFuqra center in Red
House, Virginia, not far from Camp Peary, site of the CIA training of black Muslims for
the Mujahidin. Menepta has direct ties to Red House, Virginia. AlFuqra’s leader is Sheik
Jilani who is headquartered in Pakistan and strongly aligned with AlQaeda. Yet AlFuqra
is still being intentionally left off the official terrorism lists of the FBI,DOJ, State
Department and the CIA. Why?
The CIA trained American black Muslim and AlFuqra terrorist members in the late 1980s
at Camp Peary in Virginia to fight with the Mujahidin against the Soviet Union. Egyptian
Ali Mohammed was an FBI/AlQaeda double agent who trained black Muslim members
for the Mujahidin for the CIA and U.S. Army. However, Ali Mohammed also worked for
Bin Laden and Khalid Mohammed. Ali Mohammed also trained the bombers for the 1993
WTC attack who used Menepta’s credit card to buy the explosives for the bombing. He
may well have trained the Pakistani Siddiqys and Mohammed Chafti seen with McVeigh
in OKC moments before the OKC Murrah Building was blown up.
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John Cooley, a former journalist with ABC, wrote in his book, Unholy Wars:
Afghanistan, America and International Terrorism that Muslims were recruited by the
CIA to be trained for the Mujahidin at Camp Peary, the CIA’s spy training camp in
Virginia. Young Afghans, Pakistanis, Arabs from Egypt and Jordan, and even some
African-American black Muslims were taught sabotage skills.
The November 1, 1998, the British Independent reported that one of those charged with
the 1998 bombings of U.S. embassies in Kenya and Tanzania, Ali Mohammed, had
trained Bin Laden’s Mujahidin fighters in 1989. These Mujahidin fighters were recruited
at the al Kifah Refugee Center in Brooklyn, New York (where the Pakistani Siddiqys and
Mohammed Chafti lived at the time), given paramilitary training in the New York area
and then sent to Afghanistan with U.S. assistance to join Mujahidin forces. Ali
Mohammed was a member of the U.S. Army’s elite Green Berets and worked for the
CIA, and later the FBI out of Sacramento.
McVeigh called three FBI and CIA provocateurs just days before the OKC bombing to
tell them of McVeigh’s plans: Dave Hollaway, Andreas Strassmeir and Ronald
Greisacker (a.k.a.Laycock). Greisacker operated with militia types for the FBI in Kansas,
Texas and Montana. Greisacker was seen in Kansas with McVeigh and Andreas
Strassmeir. McVeigh called Gresiacker at St. Mary’s, Kansas. Greisacker fits THE
description of one of the men seen loading the OKC truck bomb ingredients at Geary
Lake in Kansas.
After the OKC bombing Ronald Greisacker set up the Freeman in Montana on bank fraud
for FBI siege, arrest and conviction while David Halloway arrived on scene to negotiate
the end of the Montana Freemen standoff for the FBI in 1996. Greisacker and Hollaway
likely knew each other and were both well known to the FBI as provocateurs.
Greisacker very likely is one of the two suspects (FBI provocateurs) - suspects 1 or 3 identified by Kansas authorities and FBI documents described in Joel Dyer’s book
Harvest of Rage. Greisacker was protected by the FBI, set up bank fraud schemes to
entrap the Freemen , Kansas and Texas militias and helped McVeigh assemble the truck
bomb ingredients in Kansas.
Here is what Dyer writes about Suspect No.1:
“In addition to appearing on television, the man was quoted in a Kansas City newspaper
article after the bombing, bragging that he was using Freemen tactics to pass off bogus
liens and checks in Kansas (GREISACKER?). Several Kansas law-enforcement sources
told me that, at the time these quotes were published, there was a massive federal
investigation into Freemen-sponsored bank fraud in Kansas – an investigation that
included Farley’s man (Farley is the witness who saw the man building a truck bomb at
Geary lake in Kansas).”
“A few days later, after the bombing, Farley claims, he saw the man again. This time on
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TV, being interviewed about militia issues.”
Here is what Dyer writes about Suspect 3:
“Subject No. 3 was also named in a document pertaining to a federal bank-fraud
investigation in Texas. (GREISACKER?) The Texas case resulted in federal fraud
charges being filed against several anti-government Republic of Texas (R.O.T.)
members, including the group’s leader, Richard McLaren.”
“As part of its evidence against R.O.T., the government entered videotapes of the group
preparing the fraudulent bank warrants. The videos also revealed a surprise. They clearly
showed that the person teaching the R.O.T. how to create the bogus documents was none
other than Subject No. 3. What McLaren’s defense team couldn’t understand was why
their client and virtually every OTHER (besides Suspect No. 3) person on the tape was
arrested and charged in this investigation.”
“I interviewed Cliff Hall, the owner of The Topeka Metro News. He told me that Subject
No. 3 had taken out public notices in his publication. The ads were Freemen-style
concoctions dealing with renouncement of citizenship and lien notices. Hall says a Secret
Service agent came to his paper to obtain copies of the notices as part of their
investigation into Subject No. 3.”
“When asked by the judge if he, Suspect No. 3, was the man named in the subpoena, the
subject gave a standard Freeman defense. …. and Subject No. 3 was never forced to
explain his apparent immunity to prosecution.”
“Roe (the Kansas County Attorney) said that the individual resembled John Doe No. 2,
and also that this man was said to have been exploding fertilizer bombs on his easternKansas farm prior to the Murrah building explosion.”
Hollaway worked with Greisacker and likely FBI provocateur suspects 1,2 and 3 in
Kansas (he even could have been one of the three suspects) and he met and knew Suspect
No. 1 and Suspect No. 2 since they were associated with the Freemens in Kansas and
Texas, were protected by the FBI, and because Hollaway’s and McVeigh’s mutual friend
Strassmeir had been in Kansas with McVeigh interacting with the same militia and
Freemen provocateur
German national Andreas Strassmeir was a provocateur who helped and encouraged
McVeigh. Strassmeir was in the US illegally without a visa but was brought into the U.S.
by the HW Bush administration with the help of CIA operative Vincent Petruskie in the
late 1980s.
CIA pilot Dave Hollaway later brought Strassmeir to Elohim City in far eastern
Oklahoma during the HW Bush administration. While at the heavily FBI infiltrated
Elohim City compound Strassmeir was a military training officer who encouraged
McVeigh to do the OKC bombing.
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In 1989 Strassmeir was arrested by the OK state highway patrol only to be released
because of the direct intervention of the HW Bush State Department without his being
deported back to Germany.
Dave Hollaway also gave McVeigh advice as to how to rent a Ryder truck to avoid
detection and where to park the truck bomb in front of the Murrah building for maximum
damage. During the Clinton administration FBI Director Louis Freeh knew of
Strassmeir’s presence at Elohim City and knew that Dave Hollaway helped Strassmeir
escape the INS by driving Strassmeier to Mexico after the OKC bombing.This
information about Freeh and Strassmeir is contained in FBI memos and teletypes
obtained in Salt Lake City Federal Court by attorney Jesse Trentadue.
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MORE THAN JUST A TRUCK BOMB?
Strategic Investment Weekly and its editor, former CIA Director,William Colby,
published this March 20, 1996 article “Pentagon Report: Destruction in OKC caused by 5
Separate Bombs”:
“A classified report prepared by two independent Pentagon experts has concluded that the
destruction of the federal building in Oklahoma City last April was caused by five
separate bombs. The two experts reached the same conclusion for the same technical
reasons. Sources close to the Pentagon study say Timothy McVeigh did play a role in the
bombing but peripherally, as a ‘useful idiot.’ The multiple bombings have a Middle
Eastern "signature," pointing to either Iraqi or Syrian involvement."
During the Nichols trial, an FBI lab technician confirmed that chemical tests had
identified a piece of paper as being the remains of a wrapper from a stick of dynamite.
This dynamite could have been planted inside the Murrah Building. The testimony can be
found in an OKC Bombing Trial Transcript for the morning of 12/01/1997.
The front page of the Daily Oklahoman newspaper carried a story on April 30, 1995
entitled "Building's Instability Threatens Recovery". In the third and four paragraphs of
the article information is presented that suggests the possibility that explosives were used
inside the Murrah Building to help bring it down in addition to the Ryder truck bomb
outside:
"At the bomb site, rescue workers discovered two extremely unstable concrete and steel
columns that suffered the same effect as a "beaver working on a tree', Assistant Fire
Chief Jon Hansen said Saturday."
On May 18, 1995, one month after the bombing, retired Air Force Brigadier General
Partin wrote a detailed forensic analysis of the bombing in a report he mailed to members
of Congress. The report stated:
"From all the evidence I have seen in the published material," Partin testified, " I can say
with a high level of confidence that the damage pattern on the reinforced concrete
superstructure could not possibly have been attained from the single truck bomb without
supplementing demolition charges at some of the reinforced column bases."
FBI Bomb Task Force Inspector Danny Defenbaugh, along with U.S. Attorneys Beth
Wilkerson and Eaton Goldman, visited and interviewed General Partin at his Virginia
home in June of 1996 about Partin’s bomb report. Here is an account by General Partin of
an incident that occurred during the interview:
“... Agent Defenbaugh was going through the report that I did, and he put his finger on
that picture I had in the report… the designated crater, and he said, 'Suppose I told you
that is not the crater?”
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Partin knew the picture Defenbaugh was pointing at was of a crater that the FBI had
publicly said was the Ryder truck bomb crater. Partin believed Defenbaugh was
suggesting that there was another crater created by explosives from additional sources
besides the Ryder truck bomb. Also the picture of the crater in Partin’s report pointed to
by Defenbaugh had been described by witnesses as smaller than would be expected by a
truck bomb that was as large and as well built as the government tried to claim.
There was a large “Pit” area inside the Murrah Building after the bombing that some
suspected was another bomb crater, perhaps even another crater that Defenbaugh may
have been referring to in his comment to Partin. This “Pit” was described to me by OKC
K-9 unit police officer Don Browning. Oklahoma seismologist, Dr. Ray Brown was
given access to the Murrah Building to instrument the building before it was later
demolished. Dr Brown also described this “Pit” area.
It is very possible that explosives were planted in the Murrah Building based on the
Strategic Investment Weekly story, General Partin’s bomb forensic analysis, the FBI
testimony of a dynamite wrapper found in the rubble, and the accounts given by the OKC
Fire Chief to the local newspaper.
Abu Omar was one of AlQaeda’s sponsors of the Abu Sayef cell visited by Terry Nichols
and run by Ramzi Yousef and Khalid Mohammed. Abu Omar may well have been Ali
Mohammed since the name Abu Omar was the nom de guerre of Ali Mohammed
according to an FBI affidavit presented during Ali Mohammed’s trial. When arrested in
the U.S., Ali Mohammed had AlQaeda training manuals he had written on how to plant
and hide explosives in public buildings like Ali was convicted for in the 1998 U.S.
embassy bombings in Tanzania and Kenya. It is conceivable these same manual
instructions were followed to plant explosives in the Murrah Building bombing. Ali
Mohammed is believed to have been in OKC around the time of the OKC bombing with
Dr Ayman Zawahiri very possibly to make sure Ali’s manual instructions were
implemented to plant explosives in the Murrah Building.
These same Ali Mohammed written manual instructions appear to have also been used in
the 9/11 attacks that were planned by Khalid Mohammed, Abu Omar, and Ramzi Youseff
in the Philippines at the same time that they met with Terry Nichols. Below is a transcript
excerpt of President GW Bush’s remarks at his press conference on 9/15/2006 that refer
to the distinct possibility that explosives were not only planted by Islamic terrorists in the
Murrah building but also in the WTC towers on 9/11 at a high point but below where the
planes flew into the towers:
“For example, Khalid Sheikh Mohammed described the design of planned attacks of
buildings inside the U.S. and how operatives were directed to carry them out. That is
valuable information for those of us who have the responsibility to protect the American
people. He told us the operatives had been instructed to ensure that the explosives went
off at a high -- a point that was high enough to prevent people trapped above from
escaping.”
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Yet Senate Intelligence Committee staff Director Eleanor Hill said in 2002 that President
GW Bush ordered George Tenet to classify all information the U.S. knew about Khalid
Sheik Mohammed (KSM) and his 9/11 style plot plans. As evidenced by President Bush
remarks in 2006, it is now known KSM’s plot plans including the use of “explosives
placed high in public buildings to trap survivors” as taught to KSM by Ali Mohammed,
the FBI, CIA and DOJ protected explosives trainer for the 1993 WTC bombings.
There is also significant seismic, video and eyewitness evidence suggesting that
explosives were detonated in the Murrah Building on April 19, 1995 as well as in the
WTC towers on 9/11 after the hijacked planes were flown into the towers.
There is eyewitness testimony suggesting who else could have planted explosives in the
Murrah Building in addition to McVeigh and how it was done. For more details on this
testimony see the chapter GARY D. HUNT KNEW A PLOT AND SOME PLAYERS
and the APPENDIX NOTES, Item 2.
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ISHAN BARBOUTI SET UP TERROR ENTERPRISE FOR IRAQ
But there is even more powerful evidence to explain Rohrabachers’ assertion that the
CIA, FBI and Justice Department criminally obstructed and covered up the OKC
bombing.
While shopping for U.S. WMDS with Ramzi Yousef and for Iraq, the CIA and HW
Bush, Iraqi Dr. Ishan Barbouti helped finance Dr. Samir Khalil’s acquisition of numerous
HUD properties in Oklahoma and Houston. Dual Israeli and U.S. intelligence asset,
William Northrup, reported that Ishan’s son, Heidar, protected the Iraqi suspect Al
Hussaini in Houston after the OKC bombing.
The Barboutis ran a company in Houston called IBI. Phone records show that Ramzi
Yousef’s convicted accomplice in the 1993 WTC bombing, Ahmed Mohammed Ajaj,
worked in Texas and made calls to Dr Samir Khalil’s Houston properties before the 1993
WTC bombing. Both Ramzi Yousef and Ahmed Ajaj, worked for Edwards Pipeline
Testing and Technical Welding Laboratories in Houston, whose CEO Manual Bhajat was
a close associate of Ishan Barbouti
Dr. Ishan Barbouti traveled in the U.S., Texas, Oklahoma, Florida and in England in the
late 1980s on a shopping spree for WMDs including biological and chemical toxins,
anthrax, cyanide gas processes, and even a rocket fuel additive, TK7. Accompanying
Ishan Barbouti on the shopping spree for WMD s was Ramzi Yousef, the mastermind of
the 1993 WTC bombing and the man who met with Terry Nichols in the Philippines with
an Abu Sayef terror cell to assist in the 1995 OKC bombing.
Dr. Ishan Barbouti also set up in the late 1980s an OKC criminal terror enterprise
company ”XYZ”, likely named after the three stars in the Iraqi flag. This terrorist
company directly aided the OKC bombing and is still operating in OKC. The criminal
and terrorist enterprise “XYZ” is still operated by a Muslim and Egyptian man “Bob” and
his wife “Sally.” “Bob” had incorporated 3 mosques in the OKC area.
“Bob” is the same man who appears in the May 1995 surveillance photos with Samir
Khalil , Iraqi Al Hussain Hussaini, and Iraqi explosives and intelligence expert Jafar
Osman. He has recently been photographed again at the same address used by the
“XYZ” company. It is believed that “Bob” could have been introduced to the Egyptian
Islamic Jihad leader, Dr Ayman Zawahiri, in April 1995 by Ali Mohammed when they
were in Norman, OK at the time of the OKC bombing.
“Bob” and “Sally” directly assisted people known to be prominent suspects in the OKC
bombing including Dr Samir Khalil, his employees Abraham Ahmad and Iraqi Al
Hussain Hussaini, and the Iraqi explosives expert from Jordan, Jafar Osman, as well as a
native born U.S. citizen Muslim convert, Melvin Lattimore, whose Muslim name is
Mujahid Abdulqadir Menepta. Menepta used the XYZ address as a business and
residence address for many years prior to and at the time of the OKC bombing.
Iraqi Dr. Ishan Barbouti brought “Sally” to Oklahoma from Texas in the late 1980s and
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helped fund the properties and mosques acquired by “Sally” and “Bob” used in the
criminal enterprise “XYZ” in OKC. Surveillance photos showing Khalil with “Bob and
Al Hussaini and Jafar Osman have been provided to the FBI and Congressman Dana
Rohrabacher along with proofs and other current photos of “Bob’s identity. Rohrabacher
received and discussed with his investigators 40 pages of memos, records and photos
provided to Rohrabacher’s investigators and to the FBI concerning Khalil, “XYZ”
company, “Bob”, “Sally” and Menepta. However, Rohrabacher did not mention the
information in his report.
The “XYZ” company has been involved in drugs, money laundering, property, car and
insurance scams, all criminal activities that Menepta was involved in according to the
testimony of the BATF at Menepta’s federal trial in November 2001. The FBI has had
this information for over 5 months about “XYZ”, Menepta, “Bob” and “Sally” and has
done nothing with it even though the “XYZ” company is a known criminal enterprise and
a current threat to national security via facilitation of another Islamic terror attack in the
U.S..
There are very recent and persistent reports that Iraqis, possibly Iraqi terrorists are
coming into the U.S. via Mexico in groups of 2 and 3. Once in the U.S., these Iraqis can
easily be moved around by the underground terror railroad set up by the Iraqis, Barboutis,
Menepta, Abduldadir, Zawahiri and Khalid Mohammed with the help of criminal terror
enterprise companies like “XYZ”. The FBI still publicly says there are still known Iraqi
agents in the U.S. that are assisting Islamic super terror cells in major U.S. cities
comprised of the Muslim Brotherhood members of Hamas, AlQaeda, Islamic Jihad and
Hezbollah. OKC is one of these cities today.
Given Ishan’s and Heidar Barbouti’s connections to the CIA, FBI, HW Bush and
Negroponte during the illegal transfer of U.S. WMDS to Iraq, it is not surprising that
Rohrabacher suggested in his report that the CIA was also obstructing or not helping his
investigation. The CIA, and HW Bush would look very bad if the public were to learn
and believe that the Barboutis had also set up the company and people in OKC that are a
terrorist criminal enterprise involved in the 1993 WTC, 1995 OKC and 9/11 attacks and
possibly the next terror attack in the U.S.
Other members of the criminal “XYZ” enterprise are U.S. citizens and Muslim converts,
couples, “K” and “W”, who also lived at Muldrow, Oklahoma immediately adjacent to
Elohim City, the white supremacist compound in OKC directly involved in the OKC
bombing. These couples like Menepta are connected to the AlFuqra Muslim terror
organization out of Pakistan that had a training center near Elohim City at Talihina, Ok.
Richard Reid, the shoe bomber, and John Muhammed, the beltway sniper, were also
members of AlFuqra. AlFuqra has been involved in more terror attacks in the U.S. in the
past 25 years than all other terror groups combined. Yet the FBI, CIA and State
Department persist in keeping AlFuqra off their terrorism group list.
In the chapter MUSLIM BROTHERHOOD IN OKLAHOMA it was also pointed out that
“Bob” and “Sally’ and the XYZ” terrorist criminal enterprise were also tied to and under
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the umbrella of the Muslim Brotherhood activities of Hamas, Islamic Jihad, AlQaeda,
AlFatah and AlFuqra in Oklahoma. They may well be part of the AlQaeda Service
Bureau set up in OKC in 1988 possibly by Sheikh Azam.
Abdullah Sheikh Azam was a major leader in the Muslim Brotherhood and he wrote the
charter for AlQaeda. Azam was a mentor for Bin Laden in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia. Azam
came to address an Islamic terrorism conference hosted in OKC in 1988 and reported on
by terrorism expert Steve Emerson. AlQaeda set up an AlQaeda Service center in OKC
around the time of Azam’s visit to OKC. Bin Laden’s top lieutenant, Dr Zawahiri of
AlQaeda may well have come to OKC in April 1995 to oversee and help put the final
touches on the OKC bombing work with the help of “Bob” and “Sally”, their “XYZ”
terror business enterprise and their affiliated Muslim Brotherhood network in Oklahoma.
The top fundraiser for Hamas in the U.S. was Mufid Adulqader who worked with “Sally”
at the Oklahoma Department of Transportation (ODOT) at the time of the OKC bombing.
He is believed to have assisted “Sally” and “Bob”, Menepta, and Dr. Samir Khalil with
the Iraqi (and possibly CIA) created “XYZ” terrorist enterprise in their support of the
OKC bombing.
Abdulqader and the head of Hamas, Khaled Meshall are brothers. Meshall is also
suspected in helping facilitate the OKC bombing. Recall, as noted above, that the
Chairman of the House Intelligence Committee from Oklahoma, David McCurdy,
publicly wrote in May 1995 that Hamas members, like Abdulqader and Meshall,
facilitated the OKC bombing.
The head of Syrian Islamic Jihad Ramadan Sallah was close to Abdulqader and Meshall.
Sallah was at the World Islamic Studies Institute (WISE) at the University of Southern
Florida and connected to indicted terrorist Sammy AlArian. A federal raid on an OKC
mosque on March 13, 1995 was looking for Sallah may who also may have been in OKC
as a precursor to OKC bombing.
Just before the OKC bombing, Meshall and Sallah left the U.S. for protection in Syria.
Sallah and Meshall are working to help Hezbollah and Hamas. Meshall also spends time
in Egypt with Egyptian Islamic Jihad whose head was Dr. Ayman Zawahiri, AlQaeda’s
number two leader
Abdulqader was suspended from ODOT after he was indicted for his role in the Dallas
based Holy Land and InfoCom terror organizations.
InfoCom in Dallas ran a web site for Iraq for years up until September 5, 2001 when it
was raided by the FBI and being investigated by a federal grand jury. InfoCom’s sister
company across the street, Holy Land Foundation, was also raided and investigated by
the federal grand jury. InfoCom and Holy Land Foundation shared by the same board
member Saudi banker Khalid Mahfouz, and Bush family narco attorneys at Akin and
Gump. The federal grand jury never got the details of what the FBI acquired in the raids
in the aftermath of the 9/11 attacks.
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Abdulqader now works at the Texas Department of Transportation on the NAU
superhighway of GW Bush and he still has not been brought to trial for his roles in
terrorism.
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THE FBI AND CIA USED DOMESTIC TERRORISTS AT ELOHIM CITY
The FBI intervened to stop a raid on Elohim City by the BATF in March 1995 that would
have prevented the OKC bombing. The FBI and CIA intentionally protected informants
and provocateurs at Elohim City who were involved in the OKC bombing including
Andreas Strassmeyer, Dennis Mahon, the spiritual leader Revered Millar, Shawn Kenny
and Kevin McCarthy, Dave Hollaway, and Peter and Tony Ward. The Ward brothers will
be discussed below. The Rohrabacher report mentions Kevin McCarthy and Strassmeyer
but, as noted earlier, left out mention of Mahon, Millar and Hollaway.
Jack Terrell who was in the Philippines at the same time and city as Terry Nichols, could
have known and collaborated with fellow CIA operatives, Vincent Petruskie and Dave
Hollaway (CIA pilot) who sponsored Strassmeyer in the U.S. and brought him to Elohim
City as early as 1989. An FBI 302 report shows that McVeigh called Hollaway a few
days before the OKC bombing and that Hollaway gave McVeigh advice on how to rent
the Ryder truck and where to park it for optimal damage to the Murrah Building. Like
Moore and Strassmeyer, Hollaway worked for the FBI in militias, the last occurrence
being as an FBI negotiator at the Montana Freeman standoff in 1996.
The Rohrabacher report describes but does not name a man that Jeff Davis saw in
McVeigh’s room at the Dreamland Motel in Kansas when Davis delivered Chinese food
to the room. That man is likely either Peter Ward or his brother Tony who lived at
Elohim City. The FBI sketch artist did a sketch of the man with Jeff Davis and it is
shown in Boylans book, Portraits of Guilt. The sketch of the man very closely resembles
Peter Ward. The FBI bailed Peter Ward out of jail in Medford, Oregon in 1998 when he
became involved in a car theft case.
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AVOIDING CIVIL AND CRIMINAL LIABILITY FOR PROVOCATION,
FOREKNOWLEDGE AND NEGLIGENCE
Perhaps bureaucrats and leaders in the FBI, CIA and Justice Department did not
cooperate with Rohrabacher’s investigation to avoid the criminal, civil, personal and
political liability of having provoked and foreknown but not taken precautions to
forewarn, preempt or stop the OKC bombing, particularly at Elohim City where the FBI
called off the BATF raid. The U.S. Prosecutor Beth Wilkinson admitted to Federal Judge
Matsch and defense attorney Stephen Jones during a November 1996 preliminary hearing
that the entire federal family of federal judges, U.S. Marshals and FBI agents in OKC had
been forewarned of an attack against the Murrah Building as the result of a fatwa issued
connected to incidents during the 1993 WTC bombing trial.
These preliminary hearing court transcripts and the FindLaw website link for the
transcripts was offered to Rohrabacher’s chief of staff Richard Dyksma in 2005. Dyksma
refused to accept even the FindLaw link to the court transcripts.
The federal family took this threat warning more seriously than the average bomb threats
called in because FBI agents stayed out of Murrah and OKC Federal Judge Wayne Ally
stayed home and had his grandchildren kept out of the Murrah day care center. Judge
Ally gave an interview to his hometown newspaper, the Oregonian, describing the
actions he took after he received a forewarning. The parents of those killed and injured in
the day care center and those civilians killed at Murrah would really have wanted a
warning like the one the federal family got.
On March 22, 1995 the Newark, New Jersey Star-Ledger reported that:
"U.S. law enforcement authorities have obtained information that Islamic terrorists may
be planning suicide attacks against federal courthouses and government installations in
the United States… The disclosure was made in the confidential memorandum issued by
the U.S. Marshals Service in Washington calling for stepped-up security at federal
facilities throughout the nation.... The Star-Ledger has learned that U.S. law enforcement
officials have received a warning that a "fatwa”….has been issued against federal
authorities as a result of an incident during the trial last year of four persons in the
bombing of the World Trade Center in New York [1993 WTC attack].”
Yousef Bodansky, the staff director for the House Task Force on Terrorism and
Unconventional Warfare had warned the Task Force Chairman in intelligence memos of
a possible attack on the Murrah Federal Building starting in February 1995 and going
through April 1995. The memos indicated the attack was sponsored by Islamic terrorists
who had recruited “two lily whites”, which is believed to be a reference to McVeigh and
Nichols. Bodansky also wrote memos containing intelligence that showed the FBI and
local law enforcement knew the second in command for AlQaeda and a leader of
Egyptian Islamic Jihad, Dr. Ayman Zawahiri, had been in OKC at the time of the OKC
bombing.
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GARY D. HUNT KNEW A PLOT AND SOME PLAYERS
But when it comes to complicity and failure by the FBI, DOJ and CIA, it is even worse
than the FBI using just domestic provocateurs at Elohim City. Elohim City was created
and used by the FBI and CIA as the nexus of white supremacist, Christian Identity and
militia terrorists with Iraqi backed Islamic terrorists aided by Ishan Barbouti, Dennis
Mahon, Menepta, and the “”K” and “W” couples living immediately next door to Elohim
City and at the AlFuqra training center at Talihina.
Members of the white supremacist movement, Christian Identity, lived at and visited
Elohim City and knew McVeigh. Gary D. Hunt was a member of Christian Identity who
took investigative reporter J.D. Cash to Elohim City for introductions in 1995 after the
OKC bombing. Gary D. Hunt sent out a fax the day of the Oklahoma City bombing that
praised the bombing as revenge for Branch Davidian children killed at the 1993 Waco,
Texas siege and for Iraqi children killed by U.S. forces in Iraq during the first Gulf War
of 1991. A copy of the Gary D. Hunt fax was turned over to the OKC police Department
and FBI in 1996.
Gary Hunt communicated with McVeigh in prison. During the Waco siege Hunt was a
negotiator between the FBI, BATF and the Branch Davidian leader David Koresh.
McVeigh visited Waco after the siege and publicly called for revenge for what happened
to the children at the Waco siege. McVeigh said in some of his TV interviews that the
OKC bombing was to avenge the deaths of children killed at Waco but also TO
AVENGE THE DEATHS OF CHILDREN KILLED IN THE FIRST GULF WAR WITH
IRAQ. This is the same substantive explanation that Gary Hunt used in the fax he sent
out on April 19, 1995.
Hunt’s fax on April 19, 1995, the statements by McVeigh, and his associations with
Christian Identity members like those who lived at Elohim City strongly suggest Gary
Hunt at least knew beforehand the reasons for the bombing plot and some of the players
at Elohim City who collaborated for the bombing- white supremacists and perhaps even
Iraqi and Islamic terrorists. Gary Hunt’s favorite phrase to explain this was to say these
groups believed that “ the enemy of my enemy is my friend.” Many white supremacist
and Iraqis and Muslims both hated their common and publicly avowed enemies Jews,
Israel and the U.S. government.
If Gary Hunt knew of an OKC bombing plot, or the reasons for it beforehand, and since
he knew some of its players before the OKC bombing, why was he not charged like
McVeigh’s Kingman, Arizona neighbor, Michael Fortier, for not reporting what he knew
to authorities? Was Gary Hunt an FBI or BATF informant or provocateur?
Witness, bombing survivor and Murrah Building employee Jane Graham, places Gary
Hunt inside the Murrah Building on the morning of the OKC bombing. Witnesses at the
Grand Continental Motel in OKC place Gary Hunt in OKC for several weeks before the
bombing. Witnesses at a gas station near the Murrah Building place Hunt and his Native
American (Indian) companion driving a gray van and working on construction for two
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weeks before the bombing. The FBI confiscated at this same gas station a surveillance
camera film showing McVeigh and another man at the gas station with an old brown
pickup. A witness also saw the Native American companion with McVeigh in Guthrie
Oklahoma. A Native American Indian was with McVeigh in the Murrah Building when
they visited VA psychologist Dr. Paul Heath around April 7, 1995, with Michael Fortier.
The Native American companion and Hunt had negotiated several years earlier at a New
York Indian reservation standoff with federal authorities concerning cigarette taxes.
Witnesses, bombing survivors and Murrah employees, Ruth Schwab and Jane Graham,
also saw suspicious men in the Murrah parking garage with blueprints for over a week.
The men are suspected of trying to plant explosives in Murrah. One of these men wore
cowboy boots like Gary Hunt. The sighting was at the same time that other witnesses
place Hunt and his Native American Indian companion at the gas station near Murrah
dressed for construction. Around the same period witness Dolores Watson spoke with
McVeigh in the Murrah parking garage around April 10, 1995, and at the time McVeigh
was with another man who meets the description of Iraqi suspect Al Hussain Hussaini.
Tom E. Hunt was head of Federal Protective Services at the Federal Court House near the
Murrah Building. Tom Hunt said that construction was going on inside the Murrah
Building before the OKC bombing. This could have been the construction that Gary Hunt
and his companion may have worked on if they tried to gain access to the Murrah
Building. Tom Hunt also said that he detained two men in downtown OKC after the
bombing that met the description of Gary Hunt and his companion. Tom Hunt said that
the FBI told him that the two men very closely resembled Gary Hunt and his companion.
However, the two men Tom Hunt detained turned out to be maintenance engineers, Gary
Paine and Harvey D. Norris, for the Journal Record Building immediately north of the
Murrah Building. Harvey D. Norris, had been on the roof of the Journal Record Building
at the moment of the bombing and was nearly blown off by the blast.
If Jane Graham and the other witnesses are correct, Gary D.Hunt was in OKC and at the
Murrah Building the morning of the bombing and may have earlier tried to plant
explosives there.
Gary Hunt’s alibi for the OKC bombing was not corroborated. Gary Hunt tried but failed
to get John Stadtmiller (associated with a Texas militia) to provide an alibi that Hunt was
attending a gun show in Orlando, Florida on the day of the OKC bombing. Hunt traveled
between Ft. Lauderdale, Orlando and Broward, Florida to Phoenix, Arizona (as a
surveyor) and, like CIA provocateur Roger Moore, met with and worked with militia
leaders in Montana, Texas, Florida, Arizona, etc. Hunt had a newsletter "Outpost of
Freedom" for militia members. The Elohim City friend of McVeigh was German national
named Andreas Strassmeyer. Strassmeyer was also a member of the Texas Reserve
Militia. Hunt, Moore and Stadtmiller all had been associated with Texas militia groups at
the time of the OKC bombing.
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THE CLINTON, FBI, AND DOJ “FIX” : MICHAEL FORTIER’S PROFFER
AGREEMENT
Michael Fortier and his wife Lorie were very close associates of McVeigh and Nichols in
Kingman, Arizona and they were knowledgeable of the OKC bomb plot. Fortier knew
many details of the OKC bombing plot and the others involved, both domestic and
foreign, white supremacists, bank robbers, Christian Identity and Islamic terrorists.
Fortier confessed of knowing in advance of the commission of a crime, the OKC
bombing, without informing federal authorities before it happened. Fortier was sentenced
based on his confession and the plea bargain he accepted but he was not formally
convicted by a trial.
Michael Fortier was released on January 20, 2006 from federal prison after serving less
time than sentenced (12 years) for his role in the OKC. He is in the Federal Witness
Protection Program and under supervised probation at an unidentified location with his
wife Lorie Fortier for at least two years.
Fortier was released early because of good behavior in prison, because his original
sentence was reduced for disputed reasons, and because Fortier accepted a proffer, or
plea bargain agreement with federal and OK state authorities to avoid federal or OK state
trials. The proffer, or plea bargain arranged for Michael and Lorie Fortier to testify for
the prosecution against McVeigh and Nichols at federal and OK state trials. Fortier’s wife
was given a grant of immunity as part of the Fortier plea bargain arrangement that was
made with federal officials and the OK county District attorney, Bob Macy in May 1995.
FBI Deputy Director Danny Coulson writes in his book, No Heroes, that Coulson went to
Fortier’s Kingman Arizona residence by April 29, 1995, to deliver to Fortier, a proffer
letter agreement, a plea bargain agreement, written by Howard Shapiro, Clinton’s FBI
legal advisor liaison in the White House.
To repeat to emphasize the significance:
The proffer deal was written up and delivered to Fortier in Arizona by Coulson from
Clinton and Shapiro within less than 2 weeks after the OKC bombing. The “fix” was in.
A few weeks later in May 1995 Fortier met with FBI agent Floyd Zimms in an OKC
motel room to finalize, accept the proffer agreement and turn himself in to the FBI.
Fortier’s proffer agreement was made in an unscrupulous manner and for dishonest
reasons by the FBI, prosecutors (Justice Department) and Clinton and Shapiro and can be
challenged and overturned in court. There is ample precedence in the courts for proffer
agreements to be challenged in court especially when the subject of the proffer did not
have an attorney present, when false or incomplete representations or warnings were
made to the subject with or without his attorney present, or when the government does
not comply itself with the terms of the proffer. A proffer designed to “buy” or require
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Fortier’s silence about what he knows about the OKC bombing can also be overturned in
court. See Proffer Letter Agreements-“Watch Your Step” by Robert C. Bonsib
FBI, DOJ and OK state authorities knew that Michael Fortier was in OKC with McVeigh
at the bombed Murrah Building the day of the bombing, helped McVeigh case the
Murrah Building the week before, and tried to buy nitromethane (one of the truck bomb
ingredients) in OKC. The FBI, DOJ and OK state authorities knew in detail this extent of
Fortier’s involvement BEFORE they finalized a corrupt and illegal plea bargain
agreement and grant of immunity with the Fortiers in OKC in May 1995.
Without the federal proffer and plea bargain agreement, Fortier would have been
prosecuted for much more serious crimes than just failure to inform authorities about the
OKC bombing plot.
An editorial in the Daily Oklahoman and a statement by U.S. prosecutor Eaton Goelman
(here is the questionable DOJ conduct again) both said publicly that the plea bargain with
Fortier was justified because Fortier’s testimony was needed to convict Terry Nichols.
But the newspaper and Goelman’s statements were false. Fortier’s testimony was not
needed to convict Nichols.
Nichols already had a well-proven role in the OKC bombing that did not depend on
Fortier’s testimony, even though Nichols, unlike Fortier, was not in OKC on the day of
the OKC bombing. Much strong evidence capable of convicting Nichols and independent
of Fortier’s testimony was presented at federal and OK state trials. This evidence
included but was not limited to a receipt for large amounts of ammonium nitrate receipts
found in Nichols’ house and drill bits used to steal explosives at a robbed quarry. Federal
and OK state authorities also said in court that they knew from surveillance tapes that
Terry Nichols had been in OKC before to help McVeigh case the Murrah Building. These
same officials also knew that Nichols had been in Newkirk, OK with a Ryder truck and a
John Doe (in an FBI public sketch) identified to the FBI and BATF by 3 reliable
witnesses and fingerprints. The Newkirk story was reported in part the Arkansas City
Traveler newspaper in May 1995.
So, if the Fortier’s testimony was not really needed to convict Nichols, then why did
Clinton and Shapiro set up a proffer?
The proffer or plea bargain was really designed to “fix” the OKC bombing case by
restricting the Fortier’s so they could not tell all they knew, both publicly and in court,
relating to federal and OK officials’ complicity in the OKC bombing. The proffer was
designed to “buy” or require Fortier’s silence about what he knows about the OKC
bombing and can and should be overturned in court.
Prosecutors and FBI agents withheld the evidence of Fortier’s greater role in order to
cover up the federal government’s advance knowledge of and provocation of the OKC
bombing. It is ironic that Fortier was sentenced for the very crime that some very
hypocritical and criminally corrupt federal authorities and officials are also guilty of:
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encouraging and then failing to try and stop the OKC bombing or at least forewarn the
public.
OKC bombing victims and family members interviewed about Fortier’s early release
complained on local radio and TV that the FBI and DOJ intentionally covered up
Fortier’s greater role in the OKC bombing and that Fortier has yet to implicate others
involved in the bombing besides Timothy McVeigh and Terry Nichols, others who are
known to the federal government.
If the Fortiers were to talk, they could reveal the names of at least many of the 19 OKC
bombing provocateurs that have been identified and who were used to encourage and
help McVeigh and Nichols carry out the OKC bombing that killed 169 people including
19 children. Two of these provocateurs, Robert Jacks and Gary Alan Land were also
neighbors of Fortier and McVeigh in Kingman, Arizona.
See Protected FBI OKC Bomb Provocateurs, Jacks and Land, Described in Secret
Service Surveillance Log. OKC Bombing: Two More of 19 Federal Provocateurs
Identified?
A third close neighbor of the Fortiers in Kingman, James Rosencrans, was protected by
the FBI and federal and state prosecutors even though the prosecutors knew that
Rosencrans was in OKC with Fortier to help McVeigh at least the day before the
bombing if not also on the day of the bombing. See FBI Files, Actions Conceal 17
Federal OKC Bombing Provocateurs.
It is also important to note that none of the 19 federal provocateurs were convicted of
trying to stop the bombing or forewarn the public, including James Rosencrans.
Rosencrans was a known drug dealer and DEA informant and also Fortier’s next-door
neighbor, who gave Fortier and McVeigh methamphetamine in exchange for guns stolen
from gun dealer Roger Moore in Arkansas. In open court the FBI and prosecutors
perjured themselves repeatedly by falsely telling the court and jurors that these stolen
guns had financed the OKC bombing, when in fact the FBI and prosecutors knew all
along that the proceeds from Midwest bank robberies carried out with Richard Guthrie,
McVeigh and with the direct help of FBI informant Shawn Kenny (in the Army at the
time!) had been used to finance the bombing.
FBI Deputy Director Danny Coulson writes in his book, No Heroes, that Coulson
encountered Rosencrans in late April 1995, brandishing a rife when Coulson had arrived
at Fortier’s residence to deliver to Fortier, the proffer, plea bargain agreement.
Instead of being shot for brandishing a rifle at the FBI during Coulson’s visit, Rosencrans
was given a red carpet treatment by the FBI and prosecutors in the summer of 1995. They
had Rosencrans flown in (with his mother and girlfriend) to testify at the federal grand
jury that Rosencrans had sold meth to Fortier and McVeigh-this was reported in the Daily
Oklahoman newspaper in OKC. Rosencrans gave the same deceptive, and incomplete
testimony before the OK state trial for Terry Nichols in 2004 as Rosencrans did before
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the federal grand jury in 1995.
It is not likely that prosecutors ever told grand jurors (just as the jurors in the federal and
state trials were not told) that a large amount of ammonium nitrate was found dumped in
Rosencrans’ back yard as reported by the Arizona Republic newspaper. They likely were
not told that Rosencrans was with 2 other FBI provocateurs, Shawn Kenny and Black
Muslim Melvin Lattimore (Menepta), and McVeigh’s car at the Travelers Aide next to
the Murrah Building on April 18, 1995. And of course they likely were not told of
Rosencrans accepting Moore’s guns as payment for the meth sold or given to McVeigh
and Fortier.
The reason why I say the grand jurors were likely not told about these matters, is because
the federal and OK state trial jurors and defense attorneys were intentionally never told of
these matters and the FBI interview evidence of it was intentionally withheld. The
prosecutors and FBI would not have wanted Fortier to tell the public in open court about
what Fortier might know about the real provocateur roles of Rosencrans, Kenny and
Lattimore for the FBI. This is a prime reason for the plea bargain with Fortier to keep all
of this out of the courts (during a trial for Fortier) and out of the public eye.
Evidence of Fortier’s greater role in the OKC bombing was criminally withheld from
federal and state grand juries and federal and state trials of McVeigh and Nichols. This
evidence would very likely have led to a longer sentence for Fortier, but would have
risked the raising of questions by jurors and the public about the FBI use of provocateurs
and the FBI and prosecutors perjuries.
One fact about Fortier’s greater role was brought up in the OK county grand jury
investigating the case, but this fact was withheld in Terry Nichols’ federal and OK state
trials:
An OKC hobby store owner, Gary Antene, testified before the OK County grand jury that
Fortier and McVeigh came in together at his store the week before the OKC bombing and
tried to purchase nitromethane used to power model airplane engines. This account was
published in the Daily Oklahoman newspaper.
Nitromethane was in fact used to construct the truck bomb used by McVeigh to bomb the
Murrah Building. FBI and CIA provocateur Roger Moore sold/gave McVeigh “Kenepak”
explosives made with nitromethane and encouraged McVeigh to attack federal buildings.
Moore had built nitromethane-powered speedboats in Florida for the DEA/CIA and H W
Bush’s business partner, Mr. Aranow at a time and place when Moore had first met
McVeigh and John Doe suspect, Jose Padilla.
The hobby store owner’s account demonstrates the more involved role of Fortier in the
bombing because of Fortier’s helping McVeigh in OKC trying to find truck bomb
components such as nitromethane.
But, Fortier and his wife were in OKC the week before the bombing to do more than help
McVeigh assemble components for a truck bomb; they also were in OKC to help case the
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Murrah Building. The FBI and prosecutors not only knew this before the trials and before
the grand juries were held, but they also intentionally suppressed and withheld witness
interviews and evidence of it during the trials.
Fortier, his wife and McVeigh and his sister spoke to four employees of the Oklahoma
Gas and Electric Company (OG&E) in OKC the week before the bombing asking
directions to the Murrah Building which was nearby in downtown OKC. They left in a
car with Arizona tags. The FBI interviewed these witnesses that included Melvin Beall,
the security guard, and a 26-year veteran of the OKC police department. Melvin Beall’s
story was told several times on OKC’s KTOK news radio station. Beall has publicly
provided an affidavit of his account for years (1996-1999) to newsmen, journalists, the
FBI, U.S. attorneys and to investigators. Beall had gone several times to his close friend,
Ted Richardson, the assistant U.S. attorney in OKC, to complain that nothing was being
done by the FBI and prosecutors with the eyewitness accounts of Fortier and his wife
helping McVeigh in OKC. Shortly after Beall’s last complaint, Richardson was found
dead with a shotgun blast to his chest, an event that occurred during the McVeigh federal
trial. FBI interview reports with Beall and the OG&E witnesses were never brought up in
federal or OK state trials of Nichols or McVeigh.
The FBI criminally attempted to suppress another witness’ account of seeing McVeigh
and Fortier together with a John Doe two weeks before the bombing inside the Murrah
Building! Dr. Paul Heath, a bombing survivor, told me, New American magazine editor,
William Jasper, and Glenn Wilburn (he lost two grandchildren in the Murrah bombing)
that Fortier and McVeigh had come to Heath’s office with a John Doe around 3 pm on a
Friday before the bombing asking about jobs and where to apply for jobs inside the
Murrah Building. Heath told Wilburn and me that the FBI had pressured Heath to such an
extent that Heath said he was going to file a FOIA request to find out if the FBI had
smeared him over his story. Heath was angry when he said this and he also recommended
that Wilburn file a FOIA request to see it the FBI was also trying to smear and intimidate
Wilburn over Wilburn’s investigation efforts.
As KTOK radio news in OKC confirmed it was reported that Fortier was given a ticket by
OKC police in OKC for improperly pulling a trailer the week before the OKC bombing.
This certainly would have also been well known to the OK county District attorney Bob
Macy who also signed off on the plea bargain arrangement with the Fortiers.
A reliable witness and frequent visitor to the Murrah Building, Nancy Cruse, saw
McVeigh and Fortier together in OKC a few blocks the Murrah Building about 3-5
minutes after the bombing. Cruse went to the FBI command center on around Monday
the first week after the bombing and spoke to an FBI agent about the encounter. Cruse
and a gas station owner also spoke a few weeks later to another FBI agent at a gas station
not too far from where the witnesses encountered and spoke to Fortier.
Nancy Cruse’s story is vouched for by Martin Cash, a survivor of the OKC bombing who
worked in the Veteran Affairs office at the Murrah Building. Cruse visited Martin Cash
on several occasions before and right up until the time of the bombing for help on
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paperwork for veterans benefits. Martin Cash wears a patch over his damaged eye and
keeps talks at local meetings in OK. Martin Cash also knew Dr. Paul Heath and confirms
Heath’s story that Fortier and McVeigh visited Heath in the Murrah Building on a Friday
afternoon around April 7, 1995.
Nancy Cruse claimed both FBI agents would not take notes. The FBI did not offer to
have sketches made with the Cruse. Cruse fully described to the FBI what the men
(McVeigh and Fortier) were wearing, including baseball caps and Fortier’s windbreaker
jacket. The Cruse account about failure to make sketches and take no notes is consistent
with witnesses’ accounts at the OKC Travelers Aid and FBI sketch artist Jean Boylan in
her book. Boylan wrote that FBI deputy director Coulson told Boylan within less than a
month after the bombing not to make additional sketches because Couslon did not want
to help the defense.
Nancy Cruse says she told the FBI command center that the first sketch they released was
accurate and showed the first man (McVeigh) that she had seen with the second man
(Fortier). Cruse also told the FBI command center that the second FBI composite sketch
of a John Doe did not look like the second man Cruse had seen. Cruse told the FBI the
second man (who was Fortier according to Cruse) had a smaller neck and other features
different from the second FBI sketch, features it turns out were features of Michael
Fortier. Cruse said she has heard Fortier’s voice on TV and has seen him and is certain it
was Fortier Cruse spoke to and saw with McVeigh 3-5 minutes after the Murrah Building
was bombed. Cruse says that Fortier told her (when asked by her what had happened) that
“someone had just bombed the Murrah Building”. Cruse also does not believe that
Fortier’s statement could have been made so soon (during the confusion and smoke of the
bombing) and several blocks away unless Fortier already knew and had been involved in
the bombing with McVeigh.
The accounts of Melvin Beall, the OG&E witnesses, Dr. Paul Heath and the ticket given
to Fortier conclusively demonstrate that Fortier and his wife were in OKC one to two
weeks before the bombing to help McVeigh case the Murrah Building. The FBI also
knew that Fortier had tried to buy nitromethane in OKC to help blow up the Murrah
Building. The FBI knew that a reliable witness, Nancy Cruse, had seen Fortier with
McVeigh near the Murrah Building a few minutes after the bombing. The FBI and
prosecutors not only knew these things before the plea bargain arrangement with the
Fortiers, before trials and before the grand juries were held, but they also intentionally
and criminally obstructed justice by intentionally and knowingly entering into a corrupt
and illegal plea bargain agreement with the Fortiers under false pretenses and by
intentionally suppressing and withholding witnesses’ interviews and evidence of the
Fortier’s roles and involvement during the trials and grand jury proceedings.
If Fortier was ever really sincere about deploring federal corruption, will Fortier now
prove it by telling us what Fortier knows about the federal government’s use of
provocateurs in the OKC bombing?
Now that Fortier is out of prison, will Fortier ever live long enough or have enough
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courage to tell us about what Fortier knows about the roles of federal provocateurs James
Rosencrans, Shawn Kenny, Melvin Lattimore, Roger Moore, Robert Jacks and Gary
Allan Land in the OKC bombing?
Why, Fortier might even be able to tell us how much guidance and how many explosives
Roger Moore, Ramzy Yousef, Ali Mohammed, Jafar Osman, Anndreas Strassmeyer,
Dave Hollway gave McVeigh and Nichols for the Iraqis, AlQaeda, the FBI and CIA.
Recall Fortier’s and McVeigh’s quest for nitromethane in OKC the week before the OKC
bombing.
The “double jeopardy” guarantee does not apply to Fortier because he never was tried in
a trial and because his proffer agreement can be overturned either by his own recantation
or by proof of lack of adequate legal representation at the time the proffer was agreed to
or by proof false or incomplete representations by the FBI or by prosecutors in obtaining
the proffer agreement. The proffer was designed to “buy” or require Fortier’s silence
about what he knows about the OKC bombing and can and should be overturned in court.
See Proffer Letter Agreements-“Watch Your Step” by Robert C. Bonsib
If Fortier were to talk more publicly about what he knows, he would have to be careful to
not make it appear he was recanting (or had lied about) details he told prosecutors or the
FBI or else risk cancellation of the proffer agreement and exposure to more prison time.
However, anything that Fortier did later say that was not a recantation or a lie could not
be used against him.
It can be argued in the courts that the federal and state proffer agreement with Fortier
should be overturned because the agreement is invalid in the first place since the
agreement contained incomplete, false and misleading information that the FBI and
prosecutors already knew was false, incomplete or misleading before they finalized the
proffer agreement.
Fortier and his wife’s story also could be compelled by subpoena by Congress, courts or
grand juries if his proffer, plea bargain agreement is overturned in court. The grounds for
doing this are apparent as presented above. However, the primary intent of this effort
would not be to retry Fortier, but instead to require the Fortier’s to testify about what they
know.
Congressman Rohrabacher and his investigators explained at length their attempts to
interview Terry Nichols and to find and interview Kevin McCarthy for Rohrabacher’s
OKC bombing report. McCarthy according to Rohrabacher could not be found even
though it is suspected that DOJ or FBI officials would know how to find him.
Rohrabacher’s report does not mention any similar efforts to find and interview Michael
Fortier who, unlike McCarthy, clearly could be found and was available after his high
profile release in OKC in January 2006.
Not tracking down Fortier for an interview is a grave failure as Fortier and his wife,
Lorie, were very close associates of McVeigh and Nichols in Kingman, Arizona. Fortier
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would know many details of the OKC bombing plot and the others involved, both
domestic and foreign, white supremacists, bank robbers, Christian Identity and Islamic
terrorists. How hard did Rohrabacher try, if at all, to track down and interview Fortier
and his wife?
If Rohrabacher and his investigators had really looked deeply into the Fortier matter, they
would have learned of an even more powerful example of FBI, Justice Department
obstruction, corruption and malfeasance that Rohrabacher had described in his report
with respect to other aspects of the OKC bombing case.
If Rohrabacher, President Bush, the FBI, DOJ or the House and Senate Judiciary
Committees ever do a follow up on Rohrabacher’s OKC bombing report or do a
complete, credible, legitimate investigation of the OKC bombing further, they must look
into the Fortier matter. They need to find out what Fortier knows, evaluate FBI and DOJ
criminal misconduct in handling Fortier’s proffer agreement, and learn what the DOJ and
FBI knew that they did not want Fortier and his wife to talk about.
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FALSE ASSERTIONS OF NATIONAL SECURITY
On March 25, 1995 McVeigh defense attorney Stephen Jones filed a request with the
Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals in Denver asking that a Writ of Mandamus be issued
directing the Federal government to “produce” to the court and the defense information
about the OKC bombing known to U.S. intelligence agencies. Jones’ filing contained
specific statements by Philippine undercover agent Edwin Angeles that Terry Nichols
had met in the Philippines with Ramzi Yousef and the Abu Sayef cell. A three-judge
panel of the Tenth Circuit Court ruled that the federal government should not be required
to produce the information on grounds that such a release would be harmful to the
national security of the U.S..
As noted in the earlier chapter, “FBI, DIA, CIA, NEGROPONTE TRACKED
NICHOLS, IRAQIS, ALQAEDA PLOTS IN PHILIPPINES”, U.S. Ambassador John
Negroponte headed a working group in the Philippines in 1994-1995 of CIA, DIA and
FBI agents who monitored the activities of the Abu Sayef cell and the activities of Khalid
Mohammed and Ramzi Yousef in the cell. These monitored activities would have
included the meeting of Terry Nichols and a member of the Arizona militia with Yousef,
the cell and its other members. It is also now known that Abdul Murad, a member of the
cell, also confirmed Edwin Angeles’ assertions about the cells activities. Murad told
federal authorities shortly after the OKC bombing that the “Liberation Army” involved
with the cell was responsible.
It is now known that the FBI and Negroponte’s working group learned by March 1995, or
even earlier of the plot plans for the 9/11 attacks in the U.S. on the Sears and Trans
America Towers, the Pentagon, White House and WTC (this was not just project
Bojinka) from the computer in Ramzi Yousef’s Philippine apartment. A letter from
Khalid Mohammed to a Mr. Siddiqy in the U.S. was found on this computer’s hard drive
requesting Mr. Siddiqys’ help in the U.S. Recall that Anas and Asad Siddiqy were
involved in the 1993 WTC bombing and were with McVeigh in OKC on April 19, 1995,
arrested and then released because of intentional disinformation from dual FBI and CIA
agent Floyd Zimms.
Congressman Dana Rohrabacher’s OKC bombing report even acknowledges that plans to
hijack airliners in the U.S. and fly them into U.S. building was part of the plot discovered
in the Philippines in early 1994 by Federal intelligence agents:
“They [Yousef, Murad and Khan] were working on their next two part plan, Project
Bojinka: a conspiracy to place bombs on twelve American airliners which would explode
over the Pacific Ocean, potentially killing hundreds of Americans, and to overtake the
cockpits [HIJACK] of American airliners and crash them into buildings [in the U.S.] such
as the CIA headquarters in Langley, Virginia.”
U.S. prosecutor Beth Wilkinson did admit in a November 1996. preliminary pre-trial
hearing with Federal Judge Matsch and attorney Stephen Jones that the Federal
government had had prior warning of the OKC bombing and had warned the entire
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federal family in OKC in advance of the bombing. This is the information that
Rohrabacher’s Chief of Staff Richard Dyskma refused to receive from me in 1995 and it
is not referred to in Rohrabacher’s report. These warnings described by Wilkinson were
taken seriously because Federal Judge Wayne Ally stayed home and kept his
grandchildren out of the Murrah Building day care center for over two weeks before the
bombing. Please refer to the earlier chapter “AVOIDING CIVIL AND CRIMINAL
LIABILITY FOR PROVOCATION, FOREKNOWLEDGE AND NEGLIGENCE”.
Yousef Bodansky, the staff director for the House Task Force on Terrorism and
Unconventional Warfare had warned the Task Force Chairman in intelligence memos of
a possible attack on the Murrah Federal Building starting in February 1995. and going
through April 1995. Bodansky also wrote memos containing intelligence that showed the
FBI and local law enforcement knew the second in command for AlQaeda and a leader of
Egyptian Islamic Jihad, Dr. Ayman Zawahiri, had been in OKC at the time of the OKC
bombing.
The evidence described above demonstrates that Federal officials did have
foreknowledge of the OKC bombing plot and the 9/11-attack plot. Contrary to their
ruling, it was more in the interest of national security for the Tenth Circuit Court panel to
have ordered a Writ of Mandamus to require the release of information known, but
withheld, about the OKC bombing. The national security of the U.S. would have been
better served because the release of this information in 1997 would very likely have
averted the 9/11 attacks. It is very likely that the ruling by the Tenth Circuit panel was
based on misrepresentations and withholding from the judges on the panel the true risk or
nature of the information and its true relevance to national security. Furthermore, what
national security interests are still served after the convictions of McVeigh and Nichols
and the 9/11 attacks to continue withhold all the information learned by U.S. intelligence
and U.S. ambassador John Negroponte in advance of the attacks?
Federal Judge Matsch ordered that surveillance tapes and other FBI evidence and files
from the OKC bombing be sealed and blocked from disclosure. Matsch based his ruling
on the same questionable assertion to protect national security used by the Tenth Circuit
when they overruled Stephen Jones’ request for a Writ of Mandamus to require release of
U.S. intelligence information on the OKC bombing.
OKC attorney Mike Johnston won a ruling from OKC Federal Judge Alley sharply
critical of the FBI, OKC bombing trial presiding federal judge Robert Matsch, and the
DOJ for their intentional refusal to turn over ALL surveillance tapes and FBI files
relevant to the OKC bombing. Many of these tapes were never turned over to the defense
at the trials. Johnston’s court filing offers strong evidence that the tapes show McVeigh
with John Doe participants in OKC that are believed to include FBI informants and
provocateurs. Reliable witnesses like John Morris Kuper gave sworn testimony of seeing
McVeigh in the accompaniment of a John Doe in front of surveillance cameras in OKC
known to have been working and loaded with film. One tape may also show evidence of
multiple explosions during the bombing of the Murrah Building.
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<b>The ruling won by Mike Johnston further demonstrates Federal Courts and FBI
stonewalling on OKC bombing based on false assertions of national security grounds.
Judge Ally’s ruling severely criticized the U.S. Justice Department's conduct in resisting
a formal legal request to make public the FBI's secret files about the 1995 bombing of the
Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building. Judge Ally criticized the (Justice) department's
several written arguments against disclosure as "patently insufficient," "ambiguous," and
"cursory." Alley criticized the Justice Department's court conduct in its efforts to
maintain "its shroud of secrecy." Ally called the department's conduct "shoddy" and
"unacceptable." Ally said, however, that the Denver judge (Matsch) is "the only federal
judge who can alter the existing limits on the FBI's disclosure of its (bombing case)
records."
See OKC BOMBING SURVEILLANCE TAPE CONFIRMED AND
CORROBORATED
Furthermore, what national security interests are still served after the convictions of
McVeigh and Nichols for the U.S. government to continue to withhold FBI files and
records and all the surveillance tapes possibly showing John Does and explosions
associated with the OKC bombing?
ABC's “20/20” produced a three-part investigative documentary on the OKC bombing,
the first part of which was aired nationally in February, 1997. The producer for the
documentary was Don Thrasher. Retired LT. Colonel Roger Charles was the lead
investigator for the documentary.
After the first part of the documentary was aired, the Clinton White House called ABC
top management and demanded that the other two parts of the documentary not be
shown. The Clinton White House falsely claimed that airing the other two parts would
HARM NATIONAL SECURITY.
Roger Charles soon appeared on the Don Imus TV program to publicly complain about
the “spiking” of the remaining two parts of the documentary. ABC fired Roger Charles
shortly thereafter.
One item that was to have been shown in the second part of the documentary were
interviews Roger Charles conducted with Army recruiters in the Murrah Building who
had seen McVeigh with John Does in the Murrah Building. Two of the Army recruiters,
Marilyn Travis and Arlene Blanchard, told Charles and 20/20 that within 74 hours after
the OKC bombing, the FBI and Army officials threatened the recruiters with court
martial on NATIONAL SECURITY grounds if the recruiters publicly revealed
information about the John Does they had seen with McVeigh.
The FBI intentionally did not use their famed sketch artist Jean Boylan (who was in
town) to make sketches of these John Does seen by the Army recruiters.
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These actions of the White House, the Army, and FBI and their falsely asserting national
security grounds toward ABC and the recruiters has only fueled speculation that the John
Does seen with McVeigh by the recruiters were informants and/or provocateurs working
for the U.S. government. Some of these John Does may well be on the surveillance tapes
confiscated by the FBI and sealed by Federal Judge Matsch under false assertions of
protecting national security.
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THE “REASONS” WHY ROHRABACHER MADE HIS OKC BOMBING
INVESTIGATION AND REPORT DEFICIENT
See here and here. Rohrabacher's OKC Bombing Report
Some investigative journalists have suggested that Rohrabacher’s OKC bomb report was
intentionally deficient. Douglas Hagmann of the Northeast Intelligence Network wrote an
article about this entitled “Investigative Reporter Exposes Congressional Whitewash of
the OKC Bombing Report”. The reporter Hagmann interviewed for his article was OKC
reporter Jayna Davis, author of the book, The Third Terrorist. Hagmann wrote:
"As a 21-year veteran investigator and based on my extensive review of the evidence
secured, authenticated and possessed by Ms. Davis in comparison with investigative
results of Congressman Dana Rohrabacher, the congressman couldn't investigate his way
out of a wet paper bag.”
The January 22, 2007, issue of The New American magazine reported that the survivors
and family members of the OKC bombing victims were dismayed at what the magazine
called a “half-hearted (at best)” effort by the Rohrabacher investigation and the decision
by Rohrabacher to release the report during the worst possible news cycle. They
questioned why Rohrabacher would release his report the day after Christmas after
announcing its release only the day before Christmas, when there would be little news
coverage or public attention to the report. The New American magazine extensively
investigated and wrote about the OKC bombing for over a decade.
Rohrabacher had publicly announced his intentions to investigate the OKC bombing
almost two years before his report came out. In 2006, Rohrabacher had also scheduled
hearings on the OKC bombing for September 2006, but kept delaying them. Once the
November 2006 elections gave the Democrats a majority in Congress, Rohrabacher
proclaimed he would no longer hold hearings. The press secretary for U.S. Senator James
Inhofe from Oklahoma told me in September 2006, that Roharabacher and Inhofe had
held a series of closed-door meetings in late summer 2006, on what to do about how to
handle the OKC bombing investigation and hearings of Rohrabacher.
Rohrabacher faulted the FBI and DOJ for lack of help and cooperation in locating some
key witnesses for his report and his hearing. But Rohrabacher did locate other key
witnesses including for example Dr. Samir Khalil, Jennifer McVeigh, McVeigh’s sister.
Rohrabacher was told how to and/or knew how to find and talk to Mujahid Menepta and
Michael Fortier.
Rohrabacher also claimed he did not believe he could enforce subpoenas that would have
been issued by his own committee to compel witness testimony. Rohrabacher did not
describe this “pseudo” subpoena problem in his report nor publicly address the need to
correct the problem for further Congressional investigations. Instead, Rohrabacher
blamed the lack of completeness of his OKC bombing report and failure to hold hearings
on stonewalling by the FBI and DOJ and lack of time and resources for himself and his
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investigators despite having two years to do his investigation.
Rohrabacher assertions for the deficiencies in his investigation, his report and failure to
hold hearings ring hollow when one considers that Rohabacher had two years to
investigate, did not try to subpoena the key witnesses he did find or knew how to find,
and intentionally left out and made no mention of hard documented evidence from his
own staff director for the House Task Force Director on Terrorism, Yousef Bodansky.
It appears that Rohrabacher’s staff was ordered to give the Congressman the excuse or
cover of “plausible deniability” by their refusal to accept valid federal court documents
and website links to the documents showing federal foreknowledge and forewarning of
the OKC bombing. These court documents and federal forewarnings were not brought up
in Rohrabacher’s report.
The U.S. Prosecutor Beth Wilkinson admitted to Federal Judge Matsch and defense
attorney Stephen Jones during a November 1996 preliminary hearing that the entire
federal family of federal judges a, U.S. Marshals and FBI agents in OKC had been
forewarned of an attack against the Murrah Building as the result of a fatwa issued
connected to incidents during the 1993 WTC bombing trial.
These preliminary hearing court transcripts and the FindLaw website link for the
transcripts was offered to Rohrabacher’s chief of staff Richard Dyksma in 2005. Dyksma
refused to accept even the FindLaw link to the court transcripts.
However, another attempt to give Rohrabacher the cover of “plausible deniability” failed
when his staff investigator Greg McCarthy, was given by a member of the intelligence
community 40 pages of memos, documents and pictures (which had also been given to
the FBI) concerning a criminal business and a terrorist cell still operating in OK that was
directly involved in the OKC bombing and the 1993 WTC bombing with Mujahid
Menepta and Dr. Samir Khalil. When pressed about the documents, McCarthy claimed
that they had either been lost or thrown away. Nevertheless, the documents were made
available again to Rohrabacher who then read them and then exclaimed to a reliable
source, ” I had never been told about Menepta before.”
Evidence that Rohrabacher received these documents is in his report because the report
does describe some of the evidence in the documents, namely that a man with the name
of Dr Samir Khalil is on the list of unindicted co-conspirators for the 1993 WTC
bombing. Much of the information in this book about Menetpa and Dr. Khalil was given
to Rohrabacher and Greg McCarthy in the form of these documents and by discussion
with them about details and what the documents reveal.
The inexcusable reasons why Rohrabacher left out information he was given and knows,
about Menepta and other Islamic terrorists is presented below in the subchapter,
“Rohrabacher and Negroponte Had Advanced Details of Plots for OKC Bombing and
9/11 Style Attack.” Information and evidence about Menepta’s roles in the 1993 WTC
and 1995 OKC bombings and 9/11 attacks was presented earlier in the chapter “FBI
AND JUSTICE DEPARTMENT PROTECT THEIR PROVOCATEURS”.
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Curiously, Greg McCarthy’s name was left off Roharbacher’s report and no mention of
Menepta or the OKC terror cell was made in the report. McCarthy had been an aide for
Senator Inhofe in the period 1998-1999 during the time he and Inhofe rebuffed and
ignored the serious attempts of Pentagon Terrorism advisor Jesse Clear to inform Inhofe
and the Senate Intelligence committee legal counsel (Joan Vail Grimson) of federal
knowledge of the OKC bombing and those involved. In March 2005 I specifically
informed and warned Rohrabacher’s Chief of Staff, Richard Dyksma, and his California
office assistant, Kathleen Hollingsworth, about the problems with Greg McCarthy when
McCarthy worked for Inhofe.
Rohrabacher and his investigators had ample time to but intentionally did not adequately
follow up on and investigate the FBI documents and legal briefs requested from and
given to them by Salt Lake City attorney Jesse Trentadue. These documents clearly
implicate the FBI and FBI and DOJ protected provocateurs Shawn Kenny, Andreas
Strassmeyer, and Dave Hollaway in the OKC bombing and Rohrabacher knows it. These
provocateurs and Trentadue’s documents were intentionally left out of Rohrabacher’s
report even though the report discusses an associate of Shawn Kenny, Kevin McCarthy.
Kevin McCarthy was also an FBI informant who like, Kenny lived at Elohim City, was a
Midwest bank robber who helped McVeigh. Rohrabacher claimed in his report that he
could not locate Kevin McCarthy. But no mention of Shawn Kenny was made in the
report.
Rohrabacher told the public in his report that there are many unanswered questions that
remain of who was involved in the OKC bombing. He left the public with the impression
that the public may never get to know the answers to these questions particularly because
of what Rohrabacher described as lack of interest and stonewalling by the DOJ and FBI.
In an interview about his report with World Net Daily "Victims' families demand action
on 'foreign link' Rohrabacher shifted responsibility by saying that it now up to Oklahoma
Senators Inhofe and Tom Colburn to “press the administration to order the FBI to further
the investigation.” Yet Rohrabacher knows Inhofe and Colburn who will likely do
nothing adequate any further. Rohrabacher also knows Inhofe and Colburn have done
nothing all these years with even more details of the OKC bombing than in
Rohrabacher’s report given to Inhofe and Colburn by victims, family members of
victims, investigators, attorneys and the Pentagon terror advisor Jesse Clear.
Another indication of Rohrabacher’s guile and maneuvering is that he did not mention
nor publicly refer his investigation and report to his fellow Republican Congresswoman
from Oklahoma, Mary Fallin, who was the Lieutenant Governor of Oklahoma at the time
of the OKC bombing.
Rohrabacher is a close, long time personal friend of Presidents GW and HW Bush.
Rohrabacher could also press the OKC bombing case with President Bush if Rohrabacher
really wanted to. In the interview published by World Net Daily, Rohrabacher also said
that President Bush was too bogged down to have read Rohrabacher’s OKC bombing
report. Yet Rohrabacher did not think Bush was too bogged down for Rohrabacher
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himself to publicly and rightly press Bush (before and after his report came out) on Lou
Dobbs TV program and in newspaper interviews to give pardon to two imprisoned border
patrol agents.
Rohrabacher is also a close, long time supporter of the Director of National Intelligence,
John Negroponte, who as U.S. ambassador to the Philippines learned of the OKC
bombing and 9/11 style plots in 1994-1995. This interview shows Dana Rohrabacher is a
staunch supporter and ally of Negroponte “Hardball” Interview of Rohrabacher by Chris
Matthews.
Why did Rohrabacher not reveal all he was provided, knows and believes about what
happened in the OK bombing? Why did Rohrabacher and his staff purposely avoid trying
to even receive and adequately investigate vital information on the OKC bombing for
over two years? why does Rohrabacher himself not press the administration to have the
FBI further investigate the OKC bombing? why has Rohrabacher not referred the matter
of criminal obstruction of his investigation by the FBI and DOJ to the House and Senate
Judiciary Committees who have oversight of the FBI and DOJ? I called Rohrabacher’s
staff twice after the report came out and asked that Rohrabacher make these referrals and
also talk to President Bush. So far Rohrabacher has done none of these things
Rohrabacher and Negroponte Had Advanced Details of Plots for OKC Bombing and 9/11
Style Attack.
It appears that Rohrabacher has only being going through the motions to give the false
impression that he did all he could do. The rest of this chapter will explore the
proposition that Rohrabacher did not and will not adequately pursue these matters further
because a full investigation would expose Rohrabacher’s and John Negroponte’s own
personal failures, deceptions and connections to Islamic terrorists-all reasons associated
directly with what Rohrabacher and his friend John Negroponte knew before April 19,
1995 about the OKC bombing and the 9/11 style plot.
A Freedom of Information Act request to the U.S. State Department yielded an
“UNCLASSIFIED” document showing that Rohrabacher held talks April 22-24, 1995,
just three days after the OKC bombing, in the Philippines with Philippine President
Ramos and Philippine National Security Director Almonte. The State Department
document is comprised of the official summary of the “meeting minutes” of the talks.
When Rohrabacher held these talks Rohrabacher was Vice Chairman of the House Task
Force on Terrorism and Unconventional Warfare. These excerpts from the U.S. State
Department document confirm that Rohrabacher, Negroponte, the FBI, CIA and DIA
already knew much (not publicly or commonly known at the time) about the Abu Sayef
cell, its members Ramzi Yousef and Abdul Murad, the 1993 WTC bombing, the OKC
bombing and even the 9/11 style plot, certainly by April 22, 1995, if not much earlier:
“…Rep. Rohrabacher made it a point to express gratitude to the Philippine government
for its good cooperation with the U.S. in tracking and apprehending terrorists implicated
in the [1993] WTC bombing and in preventing the assassination of the Pope….”
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“…Rohrabacher expressed gratitude to President Ramos for the Philippine government’s
superb work and cooperation with the U.S. in combating terrorism: tipping off the U.S. to
Ramzi Yousef’s presence in Pakistan [fled to Pakistan after the fire in his Philippine
apartment in January 1995], apprehending and turning over to the U.S. Abdul Hakim
Murad, and averting an attack on the Pope…”
“Referring to the capture of Yousef and Murad, President Ramos extolled [to
Rohrabacher] the anti-terrorism expertise of GOP authorities [even though Clinton, a
Democrat was President of the U.S. at the time]…”
The OKC bombing plot information may have been learned by Philippine and U.S.
authorities in the Philippines soon after the fire Ramzi Yousef’s apartment in January
2005 when the authorities examined Yousef’s computer. It is known that these authorities
learned of the 9/11 style plot plans on Ramzi Yousef’s computer and Rohrabacher makes
mention of this fact in his OKC bombing report. But this OKC bombing plot information
may have been known even earlier in 1994 because Philippine authorities and
Negroponte’s working group had infiltrated and were tracking the plot plans of the Abu
Sayef cell of Ramzi Yousef using DIA, FBI, and CIA agents and Philippine government
undercover agent Edwin Angeles.
As noted earlier in this book, Negroponte had been involved with Ramzi Yousef and
Ishan Barbouti even before the Philippines when the CIA and Negroponte, as Deputy
U.S. National Security Counsel Advisor, had assisted Yousef and Barbouti in acquiring
U.S. WMDS in the U.S. to transfer to Iraq.
It is very likely Rohrabacher learned of this OKC bombing plot information from
Philippine authorities (via President Ramos and Philippine National Security Director
Almonte) and from his friend the U.S. ambassador in the Philippines, John Negroponte
during Rohrabacher’s visit to the Philippines April 22-24, 1995.
But Rohrabacher would certainly have learned of the OKC bombing plot connections of
the Abu Sayef cell and Ramzi Yousef and Terry Nichols by early summer 1995, from the
publicized assertions of Abu Sayef cell member Abdul Hakim Murad, the man
Rohrabacher thanked Philippine Ramos for apprehending during Rohrabaher’s talks with
Ramos. The Philippine government undercover agent in the Abu Sayef cell, Edwin
Angeles, did in fact publicly say Angeles was present when Terry Nichols met with
Ramzi Yousef and the Abu Sayef cell. But Angeles also vouched for Murad’s assertions
that the Palestinian “Liberation Army” was involved in the OKC bombing.
In the U.S. State Department document President Ramos discusses with Rohrabacher the
Palestinian terrorists that came to the Philippines under a chapter of the talks with
Rohrabacher entitled “Local Muslim Extremists”:
“The President [Ramos] mentioned that Philippine police were questioning six aliens
from the Middle East, including three Jordanians and two Palestinians, who had been
arrested recently.”
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Recall as noted earlier in this book that Yousef Bodansky, the staff director for the House
Task Force on Terrorism and Unconventional Warfare, had warned the Task Force
Chairmen in intelligence memos of a possible attack on the Murrah Federal Building
starting in February 1995 and going through April 1995. These memos contained
intelligence showing Islamic terrorists connected to the 1993 WTC bombing and the
Philippines (Ramzi Yousef, etc) were plotting for an attack using “two lily whites”
(McVeigh and Nichols?) in the U.S. against federal buildings including the Murrah
Federal Building. Bodansky also wrote memos containing intelligence that showed the
FBI and local law enforcement knew the second in command for AlQaeda and a leader of
Egyptian Islamic Jihad, Dr. Ayman Zawahiri, had been in OKC at the time of the OKC
bombing. When Bodansky was director of the Task Force and sent out these intelligence
memos, the House Task Force Chairman was James Saxton of New Jersey and the Vice
Chairman was Congressman Dana Rohrabacher.
BEFORE his meeting with Philippine President Ramos, Rohrabacher already had the
benefit of all the intelligence information contained in Bodansky’s memos to
Rohrabacher concerning terrorists like Ramzi Yousef plotting a possible attack on the
Murrah Federal Building and other U.S. federal buildings. Rohrabacher also likely had
consulted with his close friend and U.S. Ambassador in the Philippines, John
Negroponte. As also noted earlier in this book, Negroponte had, along with Philippine
authorities, been monitoring the Abu Sayef cell, Abdul Murad and Ramzi Yousef in 1994
through early 1995, according to Sam Karmilowicz, the senior U.S. State Department
security officer at the U.S. Philippine embassy. Counterpunch published an interview
"Ex-State Department Security Officer Charges Pre-9/11 Cover-Up in March 2006 with
Sam Karmilowicz who asserted John Negroponte gained knowledge of the 9/11 style plot
while Negroponte was U.S. ambassador to the Philippines from 1993 to 1996.
Yet Rohrabacher intentionally left out of his report references to Bodansky’s intelligence
memos to Rohrabacher, Saxton and the Task Force. Suddenly, Bodansky became “too
unreliable” and “too politically hot” for Rohrabacher to include even mention of
Bodansky’s memos in Rohrabacher’s OKC bomb report after all these years of
Bodansky’s “reliable” service on the Task Force. Did Rohrabacher not bring up
Bodansky’s memos at least in part because Rohrabacher did not want to publicly expose
what Rohrabacher, Negroponte, the DIA, CIA and FBI knew about the OKC bombing
and the 9/11 style plots back in April 22, 1995 or even earlier?
Here is an excerpt of what the Speaker of the Philippine House De Venecia told
Rohrabacher during the talks with President Ramos:
“He [De Venecia] worried that South American drug traffickers were redirecting
narcotics through Asian “soft spots” like the Philippines.”
These remarks by De Venecia add support to federal informant Cary Gagan’s allegations
that South American drug lords worked with Islamic terrorists in employing Gagan to
deliver explosive powders in bottles and a mixer to Junction City, Kansas, for the OKC
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bombing. The Islamic terrorists Gagan spoke of included Omar (Samir) Khalil tied to the
1993 WTC bombers, Ramzi Yousef and the Abu Sayef terrorists in the Philippines. Note
that the book that Ramzi Yousef and Terry Nichols both used in the Philippines made
mention of explosive powders possibly similar to what Gagan delivered in bottles to
Kansas, The Chemistry of Powders and Explosives.For more on Cary Gagan, see the
chapter “IT STARTED WITH THE 1993 WTC BOMBING”.
It is highly unethical and suspicious that Rohrabacher would intentionally leave out of
Rohrabacher’s OKC Bombing report any mention of the substance of Rohrabacher’s
talks with Philippine President Ramos, National Security Director Almonte, and House
Speaker De Venecia on April 22-24, 1995 concerning their discussions of the OKC
bombing, Ramzi Yousef, Abdul Murad, Palestinian terrorists and South American drug
lords that may have been involved in the OKC bombing.
But what I reveal next in this book relating to the 9/11 style plot, makes Rohrabachers’s
conduct, deceptions, deficiencies, failures and deliberate silence in his report become
even much more questionable, unethical and potentially sinister.
Here is some more of what Rohrabacher told Philippine House Speaker De Venecia
according to the State Department document:
“Rohrabacher observing that he had fought briefly on the side of the Mujahidin in
Afghanistan, traced some of the problems with terrorism in the Philippines to Pakistan.
He told De Venecia he was working to avert a “disaster” that would come about when
terrorists in the Afghanistan/Pakistan region began cooperating internationally, backed by
vast profits from poppy-based narcotics trafficking.”
The exchange between Ramos and Rohrabacher about Rohrabacher’s knowledge of
Afghanistan drug trafficking is extremely significant. Rohrabacher contacted the office of
Condi Rice the day BEFORE 9/11 to warn Rice that Rohrabacher believed an attack in
the U.S. by AlQaeda was imminent based on Rohrabacher’s specific knowledge of the
situation in Afghanistan and also on his knowledge of what Negroponte, the DIA, FBI
and CIA and perhaps even Yousef Bodansky had learned about the 9/11 style plot of
Ramzi Yousef and Khaled Mohammed in the Philippines in 1994-1995. Rohrabacher
made a speech about this on the floor of the House in 2004.
Rohrabacher said in a 60 minute speech to Congress on Jun 21, 2004, that he tried to
warn Condi Rice of an imminent attack by AlQaeda on the U.S. attack the week of
September 10 and 11, 2001. Rohrabacher claimed 9/11 was the “dramatic failure of
policy and people.” Yet Rohrabacher did not even try to testify about this during the joint
Senate and House hearings on 9/11 or to the 9/11 Commission. Here is an excerpt of
Rohrabacher’s speech from his own website (the full speech can be viewed at the link
provided):
“Then just a few days before 9/11, the news came that Commander Masood had been
murdered in Afghanistan. I felt as if I had lost a close friend….. It dawned on me why
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Masood had been assassinated. America was going to be attacked. It would be so
monstrous that bin Laden's gang in Afghanistan wanted to cut us off from a means of
counterattacking them in their base of operations in Afghanistan. We would have turned
to Masood if we were attacked. That is what we would have done, and they were cutting
us off from turning to Masood, but now Masood was dead.”
“Perhaps his death was a signal to set the planned attack on our country in motion. So on
September 10, after I had figured that out a few days before 9/11, on September 10 I tried
to alert anyone and everyone who would listen to me. I tried to give my warnings of an
imminent terrorist attack. A few people listened as a courtesy, but for most people their
eyes simply glazed over as I tried to warn them…”
“Undeterred, I called the White House and asked for an emergency appointment with
Condoleezza Rice in order to warn of an impending terrorist attack, a major attack. Her
office apologized that she was incredibly busy that day but she respected my opinion and
would see me the next day at 3:00 p.m. The next day was 9/11…”
At some point Rohrabacher learned of the plot discovered on Ramzi Yousef’s computer
to hijack U.S. airlines and fly them into U.S. buildings including the CIA headquarters at
Langley, Virginia. This fact is identified in Rohrabacher’s OKC bombing report.
This plot information was certainly learned by Philippine and U.S. authorities in the
Philippines soon after the fire Ramzi Yousef’s apartment in January 2005 when the
authorities examined Yousef’s computer. But this plot information was likely known of
even earlier in 1994 because Philippine authorities and Negroponte’s working group had
infiltrated and were tracking the plot plans of the Abu Sayef cell of Ramzi Yousef using
DIA, FBI, and CIA agents and Philippine undercover agent Edwin Angeles.
It is very likely Rohrabacher learned of the 9/11 style plot information from Philippine
authorities and from his friend the U.S. ambassador in the Philippines, John Negroponte
during Rohrabacher’s visit to the Philippines April 22-24, 1995. Recall that the
Rohrabacher may have also learned of the plot from intelligence memos sent to him by
Rohrabacher’s House Task Force Terrorism Director Yousef Bodansky in February to
April 1995.
Therefore, we now know that Rohrabacher did in fact know of the 9/11 style plot plans in
advance and this explains why Rohrabacher claimed he knew there could be an imminent
attack by AlQaeda in the U.S. around the time of 9/11 when Rohrabacher contacted the
office of Condi Rice the day before 9/11. It was Rohrabacher’s knowledge of the 9/11
style plot plans and the murder of his Afgahnistan drug lord friend, Masood, that
prompted Rohrabacher to contact the office of Condi Rice.
Rohrabacher had met his friend Masood while on missions to Afghanistan. <b>Masood
was the leader of the Northern alliance that the DEA has said was heavily involved in the
drug trade. See also 'Taliban planned to supplant the Cali Cartel'
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But Rohrabacher also went to Afghanistan for negotiations involving the Taliban terror
group that works closely with AlQaeda.
“During the summer of 2001, Rohrabacher made a trip to Qatar that was paid for by the
Islamic Institute and the Government of Qatar, according to Rohrabacher’s financial
disclosure forms. While in Qatar, Rohrabacher, Grover Norquist, and Khaled Saffuri met
with Taliban Foreign Minister Mullah Wakil Ahmed Muttawakil. Wakil reportedly asked
for help in increasing the amount of foreign aid sent by the United States to Afghanistan,
apparently in exchange for U.S. oil company UNOCAL being allowed to construct of an
oil pipeline through Afghanistan. During the April 2001 trip, however – just months
before the 9-11 attacks - Rohrabacher met privately with Taliban Foreign Minister
Mullah Wakil Ahmed Muttawakil. Wakil on the fringes of the conference, which
Norquist and Saffuri also attended. “
“If Rohrabacher was conducting diplomacy, he was in violation of the Logan Act, which
prohibits citizens from doing so if not in an official capacity. Rohrabacher told wire
service reporters who were present in Doha, Qatar at the time that he had discussed a
‘peace plan’ with the Taliban.”
“Rohrabacher actually has had a history of involvement in Afghanistan dating back to the
Cold War, when he and Negroponte and BCCI along with Khashoggi and Mahfouz
openly supported and funded the groups that were fighting troops from the Soviet Union
in Afghanistan. These groups including fighters under the command of Osama bin Laden,
as well as some groups that would later coalesce into the Taliban regime.”
As promised earlier, it will be demonstrated below that Rohrabacher’s other motive for a
deficient report and investigation into the OKC bombing and his failure to hold hearings
is also related to Rohrabacher’s desire to avoid exposing his continuing connections to
known Islamic terrorist backers inside the U.S. that were associated with the 1993 WTC
and 1995 OKC bombings and the 9/11 attacks.
Recall that in the State Department document quoted above, Rohrabacher said he once
fought briefly on the side of the Mujahidin in Afghanistan. Rohrabacher himself
confirms his fighting with the Mujahidin in an article he wrote September 18, 2001 just
one week after 9/11, Was U.S. Aiding the Taliban?. In this article Rohrabacher made no
mention of his calling Condi Rice the day before 9/11 to warn her of an imminent
AlQaeda attack in the U.S. Rohrabacher waited until June, 2004 to tell the world about
his call to Rice. Here are some excerpts from Rohrabacher’s September 18, 2001, article
that are most significant:
“After I left the White House and was elected to Congress, but before I was sworn into
Congress, I knew I had that two months between November and January to do things that
I could never do once I was elected to Congress. I chose to hike into Afghanistan as part
of a small Mujahedin unit and to engage in a battle against the Russian and Communist
forces near and around the city of Jalalabad.”
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“Later, much later, after I had become a Congressman, I met with the head of Saudi
intelligence, the man responsible for providing that money to the Afghans during the war,
the $200 million or so, or whatever it was that the Saudis provided to the Afghans. His
name was General Turkey.”
Rohrabacher is referring to Turki [General Turkey] bin Faisal al-Saud who was head of
Saudi intelligence for 25 years. As head of Saudi intelligence, Turki met with Osama bin
Laden several times during the 1980s hoping to convince him to lead an army in
Afghanistan against the Soviets. Saudi intelligence joined Pakistan's intelligence service
(ISI) and the CIA in funding the Mujahidin.
Rohrabacher fought with the Mujahidin, and Rohrabacher “fought” for the policy of
having the U.S. support the Mujahidin in Afghanistan against the Russians. There is also
a chapter in the State Department document describing Rohrabacher discussing the fact
that not all the U.S. stinger missiles given by the U.S. to the Mujahidin were recovered.
There has been a concern that former members of the Mujahidin could use these stingers
against the U.S. in terror attacks.
Rohrabacher came to know and be friends with the Saudis, Muslim members of the
Mujahidin and Afghanistan druglords who helped fight the Russians. Rohrabacher
understandably has many sympathies for and friendships with Muslims and the Saudis
based on these experiences with them.
Rohrabacher’s reference to his friendship with Saudi head of intelligence General
Turkey, aka, Prince Turki Faisal, is extremely significant. On the day of the OKC
bombing after the Murrah Building was bombed, Prince Turki called Vincent
Cannistraro, the former CIA station chief for the Middle East, and told Cannistraro that
Saddam Hussein of Iraq had hired seven Pakistanis to help carry out the OKC bombing.
Cannistraro called the FBI, and FBI agent Kevin Foust recorded the Prince Turki account
to Cannistraro in an official FBI 302 interview report. McVeigh defense attorney Stephen
Jones writes in detail about this story in his book, Others Unknown. Jones learned that
the Saudi Arabian Intelligence Service reported that Iraq had hired seven Pakistani
mercenaries--Afghani War veterans known as the “Afghan Freedom Fighters or the
Mujahadeen”--to bomb targets in the U.S including the Murrah Building in OKC.
Rohrabacher never mentioned this very significant lead and event in his OKC bombing
report even though Rohrabacher knew Prince Turki extremely well from Turki’s funding
the Mujahidin in Afghanistan.
Anas and Asad Siddiqy and Mohammed Chafti are Pakistanis who were described earlier
in this book as having been involved in the 1993 WTC and 1995 OKC bombings. The
Siddiqys and Chafti may have been three of these seven Pakistanis Prince Turki claimed
Saddam hired to help do the OKC bombing. Rohrabacher also left out mention of the
Siddiqys and Chafti in his OKC bombing report.
The Saudi royals including Prince Turki are fully bankrolling the North American Islamic
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Trust (NAIT) that controls 80% of the Wahhabbist mosques in the U.S. that teach jihad
and radical Islam and were directly attended by many of the 9/11 hijackers. NAIT has
been on the FBI’s list of Islamic terrorist organizations in the U.S. The Director of NAIT,
Mujeeb Cheema, is from Pakistan, has been connected to Pakistani Intelligence (the ISI),
and likely was involved in the Rohrabacher and CIA efforts with the Mujahidin against
the Russians. Mujeeb worked for Hawkins Oil in Tulsa, Oklahoma. The Hawkins board
of directors includes Bud MacFarlane, U.S. Secretary of State during Iran Contra, who
was an architect of U.S. support for the Mujahidin to fight the Russians, Cheema has also
been identified as a major suspect In the OKC bombing by FBI and OKC police
Department informant Hanni Kamal. Kamal linked Cheema with the OKC bombing
activities of Dr. Samir Khalil and also automobile criminal scams.
Cheema is a leader in a Tulsa mosque that recently ostracized a member who publicly
criticized the mosque in a letter to the Tulsa World newspaper. The member criticized
mosque leaders for supporting and not condemning AlQaeda and bin Laden terror
activities. There is even the possibility that incorrect information was given by Saudi
Prince Turki Faisal to Cannistraro about the hiring of seven Pakistanis by Iraq to help in
the OKC bombing. But if the information was incorrect, was it disinformation? One has
to wonder given the Saudi royals and Prince Turki support of radical Wahhabbism and
NAIT and Mujeeeb Cheema.
The FBI and DOJ have ignored evidence about and instead have protected four Pakistanis
who may have been some of the seven Pakistanis described by Prince Turki as being
hired by Iraq to help do the OKC bombing. The four Pakistanis are the Siddiqy brothers,
Mohammed Chafti and Mujeeb Cheema. Rohrabacher knows all of this and yet
intentionally left it out of his OKC bombing report. Is Rohrabacher, like the FBI and
DOJ, also protecting the four Pakistanis (including Mujeeb Cheema), Prince Turki Faisal
and Saudi royal Wahhabbist extremists funding Cheema’s terrorist incubator, NAIT?
Leaving all this information out of his report is a major, inexcusable deficiency and flaw
by Rohrabacher that may indicate Rohrabacher’s blind loyalties and sympathies with
Muslims and Saudis who are now fomenting terrorism in the U.S. against the U.S.
Are Rohrabacher, the FBI and DOJ protecting Saudi Prince Turki and these Pakistanis
from public scrutiny because they may have all been involved in the 1993 WTC bombing
and with the CIA’s operation to use the Mujahidin to fight the Russians in Afghanistan?
Unfortunately, many Mujahidin members were Pakistanis and even Americans who are
in a variety of terror organizations now attacking the U.S. and Israel. The leader of
AlQaeda, Bin Laden, was recruited for the Mujahidin to fight the Russians.
There is evidence to suggest that Rohrabacher has in fact been hiding the role of
Mujahidin members who fought against the Russians but who now are terror members
who have turned against and are now attacking the U.S. Rohrabacher intentionally left
out of his report what he knows about American black Muslims like Mujahid Menepta
who were trained by the CIA and AlQaeda member Ali Mohammed to fight with the
Mujahidin against the Russians but who were also involved in the 1993 WTC and 1995
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OKC bombings and 9/11 attacks. Many of these CIA trained black Muslims, like
Menepta, are members of the AlFuqra terror organization.
AlFuqra has scores of terror training centers in the U.S. AlFuqra has been responsible for
more terror attacks in the U.S. over the past 25 years than all other terror organizations
combined. The Beltway sniper, John Muhammed was a member of AlFuqra. Richard
Reid, the , bomber was an AlFuqra member. There is an AlFuqra center in Red House,
Virginia, not far from Camp Peary, site of the CIA training of black Muslims for the
Mujahidin. Menepta has direct ties to Red House, Virginia. AlFuqra’s leader is Sheik
Jilani who is headquartered in Pakistan and strongly aligned with AlQaeda. Yet AlFuqra
is still being intentionally left off the official terrorism lists of the FBI, DOJ, State
Department and the CIA. Why?
Rohrabacher, Bodansky and James Saxton have known for years that the CIA trained
American black Muslim and AlFuqra terrorist members in the late 1980s at Camp Peary
in Virginia to fight with the Mujahidin against the Soviet Union. Egyptian Ali
Mohammed was an FBI/AlQaeda double agent who trained black Muslim members for
the Mujahidin for the CIA and U.S. Army. However, Ali Mohammed also worked for
Bin Laden and Khalid Mohammed. Ali Mohammed also trained the bombers for the 1993
WTC attack who used Menepta’s credit card to buy the explosives for the bombing. He
may well have trained the Pakistani Siddiqys and Mohammed Chafti seen with McVeigh
in OKC moments before the OKC Murrah Building was blown up.
John Cooley, a former journalist with ABC, wrote in his book, Unholy Wars:
Afghanistan, America and International Terrorism, that Muslims were recruited by the
CIA to be trained for the Mujahidin at Camp Peary, the CIA’s spy training camp in
Virginia. Young Afghans, Pakistanis, Arabs from Egypt and Jordan, and even some
African-American black Muslims were taught sabotage skills.
The November 1, 1998, the British Independent reported that one of those charged with
the 1998 bombings of U.S. embassies in Kenya and Tanzania, Ali Mohammed, had
trained Bin Laden’s Mujahidin fighters in 1989. These Mujahidin fighters were recruited
at the al Kifah Refugee Center in Brooklyn, New York (where the Pakistani Siddiqys and
Mohammed Chafti lived at the time), given paramilitary training in the New York area
and then sent to Afghanistan with U.S. assistance to join Mujahidin forces. Ali
Mohammed was a member of the U.S. Army’s elite Green Berets and worked for the
CIA, and later the FBI out of Sacramento.
Rohrabacher, like many currently elected U.S. officials, has a deadly blind spot and is
being deceived when now dealing with those Muslim and Saudi terror extremists in the
U.S. who set up, trained and fought with the Mujahidin and Rohrabacher against the
Russians in Afghanistan. Rohrabacher acts blind to the fact that these extremists have
now become Islamic terrorists and backers teaching jihad against the U.S. and Israel
inside the U.S. at mosques and in U.S. and Oklahoma terror cells
.
This blind loyalty may also explain in part why Rohrabacher is not doing more to go after
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active Islamic terrorists in Oklahoma and the U.S. Included in the 40 pages of documents
given to Rohrabacher and discussed with him and his staff by a member of the U.S.
intelligence community are details about known terror groups and individuals operating
in the OKC area. Rohrabacher was told and given evidence these terrorists were involved
in the 1993 WTC, 1995 OKC and 9/11 attacks. Some of these terrorists are also
connected to the same Hezbollah groups (see below) that still have strong ties to
Rohrabacher. Yet, once again, there is no mention of any of this in Rohrabacher’s report
and no effort by Rohrabacher to press this with the White House, or the House and
Senate Judiciary and Intelligence Committees.
Rohrabacher has an Islamic extremist friend, Khaled Saffuri, who Rohrabacher has not
repudiated or adequately distanced himself from. Khaled Saffuri, a former government
affairs director of the American Muslim Council (AMC), has coordinated contributions to
Rohrabacher’s re-election campaigns from Muslim donors, some of who today are in
federal prison on terrorism-related charges.
Saffuri worked under AMC Executive Director Abdulrahman Alamoudi, who was jailed
last October on charges of illegally laundering money from the Libyan government. M.
Hussein AlAmoudi is identified in the lawsuit filed by families of the victims as a
financier of 9/11 along with Saudi banker Khalid Mahfouz.
At a September 2000, rally in Lafayette Park in front of the White House, Alamoudi led
followers in chanting their support for Hamas and Lebanon’s Hezbollah, both of which
are considered as international terrorist organizations by the U.S. government.
During the 2000 election campaign, Rohrabacher’s man Saffuri became the head of
Muslim Outreach for the Bush-Cheney campaign, and orchestrated a meeting between
then Governor George W. Bush and Al-Arian during a campaign stopover in south
Florida even though the Secret Service had specifically warned Bush that Al Arian was a
terrorist backer. There was a raid on an OKC mosque believed associated with the OKC
bombing looking for AlArian and/or his associate, Ramadan Sallah, now head of Syrian
Islamic jihad. The Secret Service had urged Bush not to meet with Rohrabacher, Norquist
and AlArian but was ignored.
Since then, Saffuri and Grover Norquist have helped set up meetings in the Oval Office
with President GW Bush for AMC and CAIR leaders. White House officials have
acknowledged that Alamoudi attended at least one of these sessions with President GW
Bush.
See the 2004 story, "Dana Rohrabacher’s Troubling [Terrorist] Friends," by Republican
conservative journalist Ken Timmerman. Rohrabacher’s close friend and convicted
lobbyist, Jack Abramoff, like Rohrabacher, has also cultivated relationships with Islamic
terrorist financiers connected to Osama Bin Laden such as Adnan Khashoggi and Kahlid
Mahfouz back to the time of the Iran-Contra and BCCI scandals. In the 1980's, Abramoff
joined Citizens for America (CFA), a group that helped Oliver North build support for
the Nicaraguan contras. Dana Rohrabacher, Grover Norquist and Jack Abramoff were
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key fundraisers together for Citizens for America (CFA).
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WHAT CONGRESS, ROHRABACHER, BUSH AND AMERICANS CAN DO
NOW
I have recently had lengthy calls with the staff members of the House and Senate
Judiciary committees chaired now by John Conyers and Patrick Leahy respectively. I
have recently had lengthy calls with Congressman Rohrabacher staff members about
Rohrabacher’s OKC bombing report. I recently have had lengthy conversations with the
senior legal counsel for Senator Grassley’s investigators associated with the Senate
Judiciary and Finance Committees. Grassley’s investigators told me that the information I
referred to them would be brought to the attention of the Senate Judiciary Chairman,
Patrick Leahy.
I have told all these staff members that the criminal obstruction of Rohrabacher’s
investigation of the OKC bombing by the FBI, CIA and Justice department in
Rohrabacher’s report should be addressed by these committees, regardless of party
affiliation because they have oversight of the FBI and Justice Department.
I also told all these staff members that Rohrabacher had an obligation and duty to go
directly to his long-term friend and leader of the Republican party, President GW Bush,
who as head of the Executive branch, has the authority to order the FBI and Justice
Department to stop the obstruction and continue a thorough investigation, change policies
where needed, and take the appropriate legal actions to get known terrorists involved in
the 1993 WTC, 1995 OKC, and 9/11 attacks off the streets now.
I told all these staff members it is imperative that the FBI and Justice Department
continue to investigate and take strong actions in the OKC bombing for two vital reasons.
First of all, the OKC bombing is still an open murder case of 169 lost lives, a case whose
statute of limitations never expires. Secondly the situation remains a current national
security threat to the U.S. Those now known and identified to Rohrabacher and the FBI
operated criminal terror enterprises involved in the 1993 WTC, 1995 OKC and 9/11
attacks and are quite capable of facilitating another terror attack inside the U.S. with other
Islamic terrorists groups and individuals.
My having said all that should be done does not mean it will be done. In fact I doubt
these Congressional officials and Bush will do the right thing. However, I wrote this book
to give them an opportunity and more importantly to inform the American people of the
true terror threat that exists still in America. The sooner that Americans can realize from
this book that Congress, the FBI, CIA, the President will not adequately protect them in
the U.S., the sooner it will be that the American people can protect themselves and be
less likely to be taken unawares as they were on 9/11. Greater realization of this and more
self-reliance by the American people will save more lives than anything the U.S.
government will ever do.
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APPENDIX NOTES
Item 1. In the chapter MUSLIM BROTHERHOOD IN OKLAHOMA, reference was
made to this Item 1 giving more information on possible eyewitness sightings of Khalid
Mohammed in OKC around the time of the bombing.
Sean Hogan and her husband made sketches of two Middle Eastern men who the Hogans
believed they saw casing the Murrah Building on Monday, April 17, 1995, from the
Journal Record Building across the street. The Hogans and their family managed the
Journal Record building and tried but failed to get the FBI to look at their sketches even
though the FBI interviewed Sean Hogan about what she saw en route to the Murrah
Building as it was blown up. Sean Hogan’s description of one of the men meets the
description and photos of Khalid Shaik Mohammed (KSM). OKC attorney Mike
Johnston spoke with former CIA agent Robert Bear, an expert on KSM. Baer told
Johnston the timeline of KSM’s whereabouts meant that KSM could have been in OKC
around April 19, 1995.
Registration clerk Ruby Foos and a security guard at the Plaza Inn Motel in OKC told
William Jasper of The New American magazine and Brad Edwards of KFORTV that two
Middle Eastern men checked into the motel the beginning of the week of the bombing.
They said the men were wearing robes. And the FBI came and confiscated the
registration records for the men within hours of the OKC bombing. The late model brown
Chevy truck seen driven by Abraham Ahmad and the Iraqi suspect Al Hussaini (in an
FBI all points bulletin) and a Ryder truck were parked near the Plaza Inn early in the
morning of the OKC bombing.
The description of the men given by the Plaza Inn employees resembled that of Zawahiri
and KSM. Zawahiri was in OKC at the time of the OKC bombing according to Yousef
Bodansky, the director of the House Task Force on Terrorism under the Chairmanship of
California Congressman Rohrabacher and James Saxton of New Jersey. The two man
seen and sketched by the Hogans could have been KSM and Zawahiri.
Sharon Twilley, the secretary for Dr. Samir Khalil said in an affidavit that she had written
two checks for KSM the week of the OKC bombing. James Patterson of the Indianapolis
Star newspaper reported about this affidavit. Dr. Khalil was the employer of the Iraqi
suspect Al Hussaini seen with McVeigh.
Item 2. In the chapter MORE THAN JUST A TRUCK BOMB? reference was made to
this Item 2 as describing who could have planted explosives in the Murrah Building and
how.
In the chapter GARY HUNT KNEW A PLOT AND SOME PLAYERS information is
provided describing eyewitness accounts of three men working in the Murrah Building
parking garage possible to plant explosives in the building the week before and the week
of the OKC bombing. Two of the men identified by eyewitnesses were McVeigh and the
Iraqi suspect Al Hussaini. The third man could have been Gary D. Hunt since witness
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Jane Graham saw him in the Murrah Building on the morning of the bombing.
Tom E. Hunt of Federal Protective Services described construction that had been going
inside the Murrah Building. Men could have posed as workmen on this construction
project and could have planted explosives in the Murrah Building. Two men who could
have done this are Gary D. Hunt and his Native American Indian companion. Both men
were seen dressed in construction clothes at a gas station near the Murrah Building for
two weeks up until the bombing. Witnesses at the Grand Continental Hotel in OKC
placed Gary D. Hunt in OKC at the time of the OKC bombing.
Ann Domin of the Bureau of Indian Affairs told Tulsa police officer Craig Roberts that
she had seen a Middle Eastern man inside and leaving the Murrah Building before the
Murrah Building was bombed and just before Abraham Ahmad and Al Hussaini fled
together from in front of the Murrah Building in a late model brown Chevy truck with a
bug shield. Could the man Ann Domin saw or could Abraham Ahmad and Al Hussaini
have helped plant explosives in the Murrah Building? Abraham Ahmad and Al Hussaini
worked for the same employer, Dr, Samir Khalil at the time.
Two workmen reported seeing two men in overalls or janitor smocks with flashlights on
the third or fourth floor of the Murrah Building around 3am, the morning of the OKC
bombing. The workmen told their story to Chuck Allen, a videographer for State
Representative Charles Key. The workmen claimed they had been working on the roof of
the adjacent Federal Court House.
Two janitors who worked in the Murrah building told the FBI they saw McVeigh and a
second man in and around janitor closets in the Murrah Building around 5 pm on the day
before the bombing. They told the FBI that they believed McVeigh and the second man
had taken janitor smocks from the janitor closets. The men the workman on the roof of
the Federal Court House saw inside the Murrah Building at 3 am could have been
McVeigh and/or others wearing these janitor smocks.
Tom E. Hunt also said that one security guard checked on the Murrah Building one time
during the night as he made his rounds. TEG, a Sante Fe, New Mexico security firm,
provided the security for the Murrah Building. At the time of the OKC bombing, the only
contract TEG had to provide security was for the Murrah Building. TEG was owned and
operated by the Khalsa family whose family members were Sikhs and close friends and
donors to President Clinton and New Mexico governor Bill Richardson.
The Murrah Building safety officer, Dr Paul Heath, told William Jasper of The New
American magazine that security was lax in the Murrah Building and that it was easy to
get access (by those wanting to plant explosives?) to the Murrah Building by a side door
after hours by sliding a credit card inside the door lock latch. Dr. Heath was also a
Veterans Affairs psychologist who worked in the Murrah Building. Dr. Heath reported
talking to McVeigh, Michael Fortier and a Native American Indian at Heath’s office in
the Murrah Building on a Friday afternoon around 3 pm on April 7, 1995.
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DEA agent Kevin Waters testified at the Terry Nichols state trial that Waters had seen
McVeighs’s car parked in front of the Murrah Building at 9pm the night before the OKC
bombing. Waters testified that he called in the plate number on McVeigh’s car that night.
Given the very limited security provided by TEG and the easy late night access described
by Dr. Heath, McVeigh and/or others driving McVeigh’s car could have planted
explosives in the Murrah Building that night.
Pentagon terror advisor Jesse Clear repeated his belief several times during his
investigation in OKC (September 1996) that McVeigh and Nichols could have used a
remote detonator built from a TV set. Clear noted that McVeigh had urged Nichols
several times to bring an old TV set with him from Las Vegas.
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